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A CERTAIN MAN had a fine horse that was his pride and his
wealth. One morning he got up early to go out to the stable,
and he found it empty. The horse had been stolen. He stayed
awake many nights after that thinking what a fool he had been not
to put a good stout lock on the stable door. It would have cost
only a couple of dollars and saved his most prized possession. He
resolved that he would give better protection to the next horse he had,
but he knew he would never get one as good as the one he had lost.
The United States has been like that about its soil. Within a
comparatively short time, water and wind have flayed the skin off the
unprotected earth, causing widespread destruction, and we have been
forced to realize that this is the result of decades of neglect. The
effort to relieve economic depression for farmers has also forced
attention on the soil. In the old Roman Empire, all roads led to
Rome. In agriculture all roads lead back to the soil, from which
farmers make their livelihood.
The impact of recent events and viewpoints on agricultural institutions is very great. In the main, they have made for closer coordination and unification so that all may work effectively toward common
objectives. What, broadly, are the objectives? They have been
summed up briefly by the Director of the OflSce of Land Use Coordination as (1) greater stability and efficiency of farm production; (2)
greater stability of natural resources—conservation of soil and its
fertility; better control of floods; and conservation of forests, water,
forage, and wildlife; (3) greater stability of farm prices and income,
and a better rural-urban balance; (4) greater security of tenure—a
higher percentage of farmers owning their own land and a better
tenure system for those who continue as tenants; (5) higher standards
of rural living, and stability of rural communities, governments, and
regions. Merely to set down these objectives is to see at once that
they cannot be achieved without concerted planning and action by
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farmers, aided by every Federal, State, and locnl ngcncy that has
anything to contribute to the solution of the farmer^s problems.
A coordinated approach to better land use on so extensive a scale
is new in the United States. There is much to be learned, and there
will inevitably be trial and error and more or less friction. These
may be reduced by following a principle on which almost everyone
would agree—that the desirable method of coordination in a democracy is a system that promotes common understanding based upon
facts and reliable interpretations of them.
That principle motivates those who have contributed to this Yearbook on soils. Their aim has been to present facts and interpretations
that will promote common understanding.
The book is one of a scries of Yearbooks dealing comprehensivel}'^
with major aspects of modern agriculture. The first two, those for
1936 and 1937, covered the subject of genetics and breeding with
almost the full range of crops and animals on farms in the United
States. The next book, for 1939, will be concerned with what has
been called the newer knowledge of nutrition as it affects both animals
and human beings.
Probably no other book has dealt with the soil from so many angles
as this Yearbook. It represents genuine collaboration between many
men; for example, more than 100 authors have contributed to it.
It is an effort to see the subject as a whole—scientific aspects, practical
aspects, social and economic aspects; the needs of individuals, groups,
and the Nation. It is also another step toward cooperation between
the natural sciences and the social sciences. Unless these sciences can
learn to speak a common language, there is real danger that they will
make modern civilization another Tower of Babel, which tumbled
because the specialists did not know how to get together.
One point should be made clear. In several places the Yearbook
on soils necessarily deals with national agricultural problems, but it is
not in any sense a summing up of official policy. It is a discussion of
scientific, economic, and practical factors that must be considered in
any policy. Such a discussion would lose its permanent value and its
democratic character as a contribution from many minds if an attempt
were made to achieve consistency at every point. There is a certain
general consistency in the book, but the writers have expressed different individual viewpoints that developed out of their own study
and experience. These viewpoints are not to be taken as representing
a definitive Department attitude.
Thanks are due to many workers in the State experiment stations
and in foreign countries w^io generously contributed to a preliminary
survey designed to bring out the present status of soil research, as well
as to those outside the Department who wrote articles for the book.
Not all of the material could be used. The committee on soils, appointed to have general charge of the Yearbook, regrets that space
limitations made it impossible to include some articles, parts of articles, and statistical compilations of great value in themselves.
THE YEARBOOK IN BRIEF
How to use the land better than we have is at once a national problem,
a local problem, and an individual problem. It involves at least five
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(Ufforent elements. The Yearbook is divided into five parts corresponding to these five divisions of subject matter. Part 1, The
Nation and the Soil, deals with the problems and causes of soil misuse
from the economic and social standpoint, and the possible remedies
from the same standpoint. Part 2, The Farmer and the Soil, deals
with a wide range of soil-management practices that may be applied
by individual farmers. Part 3, Soil and Plant Rehitionships, deals
with the soil requirements of plants and some relations between soil
composition and plant composition and functioning. Part 4, Fundamentals of Soil Science, discusses the physical, chemical, and biological nature of the soil, which furnishes the scientific background
for dealing with practical problems. Part 5, Soils of the United
States, describes the soils of the Nation, including its Territories, on
the basis of the work of the Soil Survey Division. A map of the soils
of the country, especiall^^ prepared for the book, will be found inside
the back cover. At the end of the book there is A Glossary of Special
Terms and a reference list of the literature cited in various articles.
A summary of the first four parts is given in the following pages so the
reader may have a rapid survey of the book as a whole. Naturally,
details must be omitted from this broad outline. Part 5, Soils of the
United States, is descriptive and not well adapted to summarizing.
The Nation and the Soil
To see the soil problem as a whole requires an effort to determine
the purpose of the Nation in its use of soil resources; to find out where
this purpose is not being achieved ; to discover what causes the failures
or shortcomings; and to seek effective remedies.
Most people will agree that the broad underlying purpose guiding
the use of soil resources should be ''to maintain the highest possible
standard of living for the people of the United States.'' This iTicludes
secure farm homes, adequate and stable incomes for farm people, and
a continuous and abundant supply of farm ¡products for all of the
people. In other words, the soil problem is really a problem of the
well-being of people.
But it is not a problem for today only. The well-being of future
generations must be secured also if the Nation is to continue to live.
One of the great national objectives is to pass the soil on to our
descendants as nearly unimpaired as possible.
The Nation, then, looks to the future. But here there may be a
conflict between the national interest and the individual interest. In
order to make a livelihood now, many people find it necessary to do
things to the soil that are not for their own long-time interests or for
the interests of posterity. How can these people promote the longtime interest without sacrificing their own present necessities? How
can the national interest and the individual interest be reconciled?
This question affects people everywhere, but it is most acute
where human misery is most acute—where people are trying to scratch
a living from submarghial land unfit for farming. The total income
that can be furnished by these areas must be divided amor^g too many
families. Both the soil and the people suffer as a consequence.
One group^ argues that these people must be moved out of the poor
areas. But if they are moved to better land, other farmers will have
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increased competition. So they must be moved out of farm occupations altogether and into industry, and if there are not enough opportunities for them in industry, opportunities will have to be made by
reforming the industrial system. But another group argues just as
strongly that these people should be kept in farm occupations. The
chances for a modest and secure livelihood in farming are at least as
good as in industry, and probably much better. Why jump from the
frying pan into the fire? Moreover, it is wise to keep a large rural
population. The rate of increase of the total population is declining
alarmingly, and rural communities help to offset some of this decline
because they have a much higher birth rate than cities.
A third grouj) takes a middle course. They say it is not necessary
to make a drastic decision either way. What we should do is, first, to
classify certain land areas as definitely nonagricultural according to
certain minimum standards. Then, as fast as people move out of these
poor areas voluntarily, we should refuse to permit others to come in
and take their places. Those who move out should be given help in
finding better opportunities elsewhere, mostly in nonfarm occupations.
Part-time industrial employment, combined with subsistence farming,
might fit many cases, at least if industry and commerce become more
decentralized.
This is essentially a policy of gradually clearing out rural slums
and retiring land not now needed for production and giving no promise
of ever supporting farm families in a decent manner. The middle-ofthe-road group does not argue that this is a final or complete solution,
but that it is practicable, it would do an enormous amount of good,
and it would kill two birds with one stone. It would benefit people
today and it would conserve the soil for the future.
But it is not by any means the whole story. Actually there is no
one problem of soil misue, no one cause, and no one remedy. All three
vary, not only in difference places but at difterent times.
Problems of Soil Misuse
In the humid parts of the country, the worst problem areas from the
standpoint of present human misery are probably in cut-over forest
regions and in the hill regions of the East and South. In the cut-over
forest regions there is much land unfit for farming, and human effort
and public funds are both wasted when attempts are made to farm it.
Frequently, settlement is sparse, soinetimes consisting of stranded
populations left when milling or mining operations stopped. Roads
and schools—even poor schools—cost more than they are worth for so
few people, and much more than the people can pay; the rest of the
State has to foot the bill. Such lands would be more profitable if
they were devoted to their best use, which is forest production.
In the hill regions of the Northeast, the farm population was
declining in most areas prior to 1930 as farms were abandoned. In
most counties in the Southeast, it has been increasing; some hilly
areas of poor soils have a density of population greater than the most
productive parts of the Corn Belt. The population has backed u])
here because neither old nor young could find opportunities to leave ;
and during the depression there was an actual net migration into
some of these areas. Many people eke out a bare subsistence from the
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land. The productivity of the soil is reduced at an increasirigly rapid
rate as erosion proceeds.
In. tlic subliuraid and arid regions lie the dry-farming* areas, the irrigation projects, and tlie range country. There are relatively prosperous communities in the dr^^-farming areas—but there is also the dust
bowl. A great many farms, even though large b}^ eastern standards,
are too small to furnish a livelihood imcler the prevailing conditions.
Human optimism, local pride, commercial interests, the war, and
large-scale farming machinery have all played a part in the overdevelopment of some of these communities. In years of high rainfall, production is good and everything booms; then come years of low rainfall,
bringing crop failures and widespread ruin. Families by the thousands
have migrated in bad years, mauy of those who remained have had to
go on relief, loans could ]iot be repaid, and there is widespread tax
(lelinqueTicy. Wind erosion resulting from plowing up the original
sod is serious jiearly everywhere except in the eastern part of the
region.
Where there have been failures and misuse of the soil on irrigation
projects, they have often been due to mistaken judgment or lack of
knowledge at the time tlie project was developed. Irrigation projects
in general, accordnig to one study, were in better financial condition
during the depression than agriculture as a whole. But wJien failure
does occur it hits hard because of the high cost of irrigated farming.
On range land in the West, both public and private, the heritage
of fertile soil has been quite generally squandered by overstocking and
grazing at the wrong season. Where the range is damaged by overgrazing, drought takes a heavy toll. Erosion also becomes serious, and
flood damage increases. The profits from livestock are reduced, farm
living standards are lowered, and homes are abandoned. On the other
hand, good management on numerous pri\ ate ranges and in the national forests proves that this waste of land and people is not necessary.
Much land has been put under cultivation that should never have
been used or should have been used differently. Unwise drainage is
another example of this. Drahiage has been extremel}^ worth while in
man^T^ cases, but it has also sometimes been a waste of money, especially where the soil was basically unsuited to agricultural production.
The State of Minnesota, for example, has had to spend millions of
dollars aiding* distressed drainage districts established in what w^ere
originally s\^amp areas. In addition, the peaty soil was subject to
disastrous fires when drainage had dried it out. Such waste can
easily be avoided b3^ leaving unsuitable land in its natural state, developing it as refuges for wildlife, and impouiuling water instead of
draining it away. This is now being done by many States in cooperation with tho Bureau of Biological Survey.
These are instances of soil misuse in particular regions and areas.
What about soil erosion in the country as a whole? ITow extensive is
it? What are its effects?
An erosion recomíaissance survey of all the land in the United
States, agricultural and nonagricultural—something over 1,900,000,000
acres—was made in 1934. A reconnaissance survey is not detailed
or precise, but it is useful nevertheless. Among the facts brought
out by this survey were these:
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(1) On 37 percent—700,500,000 acres—of the total land area, mostly flat,
gently undulating, or forested, erosion has been slight; less than one-fourth of the
original surface soil has been lost.
(2) On 41 percent—775,600,000 acres—erosion has been moderate; from onefourth to three-fourths of the original surface soil has been lost.
(3) On 12 percent—225,000,000 acres—erosion has been severe; more than
three-fourths of the original surface soil has been lost.
(4) Three percent—57,200,000 acres—of the land area has by ?iow been essentially destroyed for tillage.
(5) About 7^2 percent—144,700,000 acres—consists of mesas, canyons, scablands, badlands, and rough, mountain land. Overgrazing and other abuses on
some of this land have caused moderate to severe erosion.

So much for tlic land area, as a whole. In 1937 State and Federal
workers made a Nation-wide appraisal of the condition and needs of
agriciütural land only. This resulted in the following estimates,
assuming a price level for agrienltura] commodities equal to that in
the period 1921-36:
(1) The present cropland area of the United States (1935 Cejisus of Agriculture)
is 415,334,931 acres. Of this, in-actically 61 percent—about 253,000,000 acresis cither subject to continued erosion or is of such poor quality as not to return a
satisfactory income to farmers at the price levels assumed. To continue present
practices on the part of this land subject to erosion is to ininc it and progressively
destroy it. Over half of it is badly in need of good soil conservation practices to
prevent serious damage.
(2) It follows that only about 39 percent—some 161,000,000 acres—of the
present cropland area can be safely cultivated under prevailing practices or should
be cultivated under the price levels assumed. But some land that is not now in
cultivation could be safely cultivated. Adding this to the 39 percent gives a
total of about 211,800,000 acres as the maximum that can be safely cultivated
under prevailing practices. This is equivalent to a little less than half of the
present cropland area. Under prevailing practices, then, our agricultural plant
would have to be reduced by half if we wanted to save the soil.
(3) But agricultural practices change; and under the best practices, fully 82
percent—339,000,000 acres—of the present cropland area can be safely cultivated
and should yield a satisfactory return at the price levels assumed. Even under
these practices, however, over 76,000,000 acres—18 percent of the present cropland area—should be retired as submarginal or not suited for production at present.
(4) But if tlie need arose, we could more than make up for this retired submarginal land, because w^ith the best practices we could cultivate some 108,400,000
acres that are now in plowable pasture, brush, or timber, or are improvable by
drainage or irrigation. This might be called the Nation's production reserve.
It brings the potential resources of cultivable land, under the best practices, up to
447,466,000 acres, which is a little more than the cropland area of today.

One other factor needs to be considered in connection with these
figures. Adopting the best practices would almost certainly increase
production on land now cultivated, just as continued soil waste will
decrease it and add to production costs. Soil management, then, is
not a separate problem. Through its effect on production, it is part
of the whole agricultural economy.
It should perhaps be emphasized that the figures given above are
estimates. More complete data are needed on the effect of both soil
erosion and conservation practices. For example, there is little in
the way of accurate information on the cfiects of erosion in reducing
production per acre. Average figures for regions or for the country
as a whole have little meaning. They may show that production
has been maintained or has even increased in a certain region or for a
certain crop. Does this mean that soil erosion has had no eft'ect?
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No, because when land deteriorates luitil it can no longer be worked
profitably, production tends to move to better land. Moreover, iniproved cultural techniques, tlie increased use of fertilizers, better
control of diseases and insects, and tlie breeding' of better plants have
all tended to offset the effects of soil deterioration. In spite of these
improvements, average crop yields have not increased. What we
have gained in one way, we have lost in another.
If there are no accurate crop-production figures to prove this point,
there are convincing experimental data which sliow that yields decline
when crops are removed without adding manure or fertilizer to the
soil; that the nitrogen content of the soil decreases with continuous
ci'opping; that plant nutrients are removed b}^ erosion, to the detriment of crop yields; and that it is extremely difficult to restore the
fertility of eroded soil even when large amounts of fertilizer are used
and green-manure crops are plowed under.
Accurate figures are similarly lacking to show the fidl effect of
erosion on floods, navigation, water-power development, and water
conservation for the country as a whole. Certain concrete examples,
however, give impressive indirect evidence. For instance, in a certain part of the Appalachian region the maximum flood flow from
forested watersheds during a little over 3 years was only 6 cubic feet
])ev second per square mile. At no time did it assume critical flood
proj)ortions. From abandoned agricultural land, on the other hand,
the flow was 403 cubic feet per second per square mile, and from
gullied pasture land, 785 cubic feet. In numerous instances the flow
in these latter areas assumed serious flood proportions. This is not
to say th.at eroded land is the sole cause of floods, but it is imdoubtedly a contributing cause.
Examples of the filling up of stream channels by sediment from
eroding land can also be given, especially for the smaller streams.
The silting of reservoirs may often be traced directly to soil erosion;
in many cases the silt is piling up at a rate that will exhaust the
water-storage ca])acity of the reservoirs within a comparatively few
years. Some water-power dams and reservoirs have already lost all
efl'ectiveness as a result of silting. It has been estimated that some
3,000,000,000 tons of soil are washed annually from overgrazed
pastures and cultivated or barren fields, to be poured into streams,
harbors, reservoirs, lakes, and oceans, or deposited on bottom lands
and flood plains.
Some Causes of Soil Misuse

Among the causes of this misuse of the soil and consequent waste
of human resources, lack of knowledge on the part of individuals undoubtedly plays a large part. But even if all farmers thoroughly
understood the consequences to themselves of tlie type of land use
they are practicing and had perfect knowledge of soil-conservation
techniques, a large number would still be unable to put the knowledge
fully into practice. Social and economic limitations would prevent
them from doing certain things they knew ought to be done. These
limitations are themselves causes of soil misuse.
First among them is our traditional attitude toward the land. In
the past this country has nothad a comprehensive or well-thought-out
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land policy. We liad an abundance of resources and a strong tendency
toward individualism. We believed that every man had a right to
the unrestricted ownership of a piece of earth. Our land policy consisted in disposing of the public domain as speedily as possible. This
was natural; the primary need then was to subdue a wilderness. But
in following out this policy, we sometimes frustrated our own fundamental aims. For example, corporations and speculators acquired
large acreages, and thousands of acres of the finest forest land were
secured by exploiters and promptly devastated. Without guidance,
some settlers took up poor land, and on the Great Plains the homestead grants w^ere not large enough for a livelihood. Land speculation eventually tended to favor absentee owners and to make many
farmers regard the land primarily as a source of quick profit. The
prevailing system of inheritance worked toward the breaking up of
farms into too small units in some areas; in others it encouraged tenancy and the passing of ownership to people who had moved ofl' the
farm.
Present methods of granthig public aid to distressed rural areas
would help to perpetuate evils if no effort were made to find and
correct the causes that make aid necessary. This is true of direct
relief, work relief, drought relief, crop loans, feed and seed loans,
rural rehabilitation loans. Agricultural Adjustrnent Administration
benefits in some cases, and State aids to comniunities too poor to pay
for public services. The danger lies in continuing emergency measures
indefinitely and thereby covering up the conditions that necessitate
them.
In many European countries, including Great Britain, the Scandinavian countries, France, Switzerland, Germany, and Austria, the
movement to get rid of feudal methods in favor of liberalism and
individualism developed somewhat as it did in the United States.
As here, there were many excellent results in agriculture; forces of
industry and thrift were set free, individual responsibility was fostered, large estates were broken up, farms were improved with borrowed capital. But likewise there was speculation, excessive subdivision, and overburdening with debt. Many landholders found
themselves owners in name only, in reality debt slaves. The greater
density of population and other factors made the need for efficient
land use more quickly and urgently felt in these countries than in
the United States. In all of them within the past few years attempts
have been made to regulate land use in the public interest through
laws afl'ecting inheritance, subdivision, debt, and management.
Another group of causes of land misuse in the United States has
to do with defects in farming systems on land suited to farming, and
defects in the tenancy system.
Some farming systems are inherently soil conserving; others are
not unless special practices are foUowecl. Moreover, this country is
so diverse in soil, climate, and other ways that it can be divided into
at least 500 type-of-farming areas. In each type of farming theie are
certain most-favorable combinations of soil, slope, climate, use of
labor-power and equipment, and managerial ability. Departure from
the optimum at any of these points lessens opportunities for income,
economical operation, and soil conservation. This is especially true
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where attempts are made to follow a system of farming not suited to
the region, and also in tiie case of the small-farm operator who has to
nse his land to the limit. If a farmer is to make enough to Uve on
without punishing the soil, the first requisite is that he have adequate
soil and water resources.
Three facts stand out as of major significance hi connection with
tenancy. (I ) It has growîi with great rapidity; the nimiber of tenantoperated farms increased from 1,024,001 in 1880 to 2,865,155 in 1935,
and from 25.6 percent of all JFarms to 42.1 percent. (2) Tenant
farms ordinarily have a larger proportion of land in soil-depleting
cash crops and a smaller proportion in soil-conserving crops than
owner-operated farms; this is proved by several studies. (3) It is
not tenancy itself that discourages soil conservation but the prevailing
conditions under which tenants have to operate. Farms are ordinarily rented for a yeñv at a time without assurance of renewal.
The tenant is here today, he has gone tomorrow, not always because
he wants to but because the tenancy system too often works that w^ay.
Under these conditions he must produce cash crops, and what happens
to the soil is not his concern. If he makes permanent improvements he is not compensated for them; in fact he is likely to lose
the place to a higher bidder. The net result of the system has
been to make neither tenant nor owner responsible for good soil
management.
Certain imperfections in agricultural finance, notably iji mortgages
and taxation, have also tended to discourage soil conservation.
The necessity of meeting payments on a mortgage that is unduly
burdensome has caused many farmers to push the production of cash
crops to the limit and to avoid any expense for soil-conserving practices. Most mortgages contain no provisions for preserving soil
fertility; their terms are a heritage from the days wdien this w^as not
considered necessary. Until a few years ago, rising land values w^ere
taken for granted and an increashig mortgage debt caused little concern. But as the long decline that began in 1920 got more and more
farmers into serious trouble, the shortcomings of the prevailing
finance methods were widely recognized.
In 1935, 42 percent of all owner-occupied farms and about 25 percent of all rented farms were mortgaged. Obviously, mortgage terms
may have a widespread influence. There are four ways in particular
in which they may encourage soil depletion, increase tenancy by
causing owners to lose their farms, and discourage tenants from becoming owmers: (1) Too heavy a debt, based on too high land values,
which is disastrous when prices decline; (2) the short-term straight
mortgage, which is difiicult to refinance during periods of economic
stringency; (3) too high interest rates, which result in charges greater
than the rate that can be earned by the farm; and (4) too low interest
rates, when they are capitalized in too high land values.
The property tax also aggravates the tendency toward exploiting
land resources. In contrast with urban enterprise, farming depends
on a relatively large investment in land. Thus the property tax,
which is primarily on real estate, tends to have a greater effect in
intensifying the financial difliculties of farmers and those engaged in
timber enterprises.
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Partly, this effect arises from the nature of the property tax itself.
It is based on value and does not fluctuate with income, which makes
it bear especially hard on farmers during lengthy periods of low
income, and on forest owners during the time when young or cut-over
timberlands need to be built up. Partly also, the effect is due to
faulty administration. For example, studies show that there are
great inequalities in property-tax assessments and an almost universal
tendency to overvalue land that brings a low price per acre. There
are also many overlapping jurisdictions in local tax administration.
AH of these factors have a generally adverse effect on permanent soil
maintenance by increasing taxes, particularly on the poorer lands,
and making it necessary to turn as much land as possible to uses that
will produce ready cash for tax payments.
In addition to the causes of soil misuse discussed so far, there are
others that lead to the same result less directly. These include
instability of production, prices, and income in agriculture; the
fluctuations and inequalities in the general economy; and the lack of
balance between industr^^ and agriculture.
Instability in agriculture itself includes most aspects of the farm
business. There are wide fluctuations in the acreage planted to
individual crops as farmers try to adjust themselves to changing
economic conditions; in yields per acre, according to weather conditions; in storage stocks; in domestic and foreign demand for farm
products. Cyclical fluctuations in certain branches of agriculture—
notably cotton, wheat, pork, dairy, and beef production—have been
growing more violent in recent years. From the standpoint of soil
use, these fluctuations, on the one hand, are responsible for o])ening up
large areas to speculative farming during periods of temporary prosperity; on the other, they restrict the amount of money the farmer
has available for long-time improvements during periods of hardship.
Some of these uncertainties are hazards peculiar to farming and call
for distinctively agricultural remedies. Others go back to general
conditions that afl'ect the whole economy, of whicli agriculture is
only a part. Among the latter are the slowing down of population
growth in the Western Hemisphere; economic nationalism in many
countries and the desire for self-sufficiency, which result in sharp
pressure for home production and reduced need for imports; the
profound economic distortion produced by the World War—including
overexpansion of agriculture—with the subsequent recovery and
collapse; the generous wartime and post-war lending policies of the
United States, followed by high tariffs which made it impossible for
foreign countries to repay the loans in goods and hampered the exchange of goods for agricultural products; and the alternating periods
of prosperity and depression known as the business cycle.
in industry, these things are reflected in collapse of investment
markets, financial bankruptcy, widespread unemployment, and
deterioration of plant and equipment. In agriculture they are
reflected in lower standards of living, mortgage and tax delinquency,
loss of property, and abuse of the soil. The upshot is that farmers are
vitally concerned in eftorts to counteract these evils through monetary
and credit policies, taxation and public works, and reciprocal agreements designed to enlarge foreign trade.
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An important point Jiere is the nnbalance between agriculture and
industry, which may be traced to the differences in organization in
tlîc two fields. The bulk of agricultural production is carried on by
millio7is of individual farmers. The bulk of industrial production is
carried on by a few large corporations, which probabl\^ control something like a quarter of the wealtlv of the country. What is the
significance of this from the standpoint of agriculture? Simply that
today a few corporations exercise a powerful control over industrial
production and prices. Competition is greatly reduced, and the
tendency is to meet a drop in consumer purchasing power not by
lowering prices but by curtailing production and reducing employment. This rigidity of prices still further lowers consumer purchasiîig
power and aggravates the situation of farmers. In the past, they
have continued to produce at a generally high level and have taken
their punishment in the form of reduced prices, which at least tended
to increase the purchasing power of the consumer. During the recent
depression, farmers were forced to reduce production to bring about
some measure of balance with industry. But this must be considered
an emergency solution. The real problem is to achieve the opposite
kind of balance—that is, to maintain industrial production in full
swing so that agricultural production may keep pace with it on the
basis of abundance.
Remedies and Preventives
This account of the problems and the causes of soil misuse from the
national standpoint is not presented as a chamber of horrors bu.t as a
diagnosis made for the purpose of seeing what obstacles must be overcome to insure better soil use. The fact that public opinion has been
aroused to attack tlie obstacles gives ground for ox^timism.
Education must rank as the first remedy. The United States is a
democracy; it does not accomplish ends by handing down decrees
from above, but by the initiative and with the conscTit of the citizens,
who must first know what they want and how to achieve it.
Education includes good schools in poor areas as a means of imbuing
young people with the ambition to seek better opportunities elsewhere ;
vocational education to train tliem for occupations other than farming;
and agricultural education that will show those w^ho remain the needs
of the soil and the adjustments in agricultural practice required to
conserve it. Going further, education, is also the means for bringing
about a widespread change in the attitudes of people toward the soil—a
process in which the schools, the press, the pulpit, the radio, the motion
picture, and the discussion group all have a part to play. Where the
land has been abused for generations, it will not be easy to develop the
necessar^^ knowledge, convictions, and attitudes, nor will it be done
quickly.
Outside of the schools there are two principal agencies that carry
on educational work through direct contacts wnth farmers. They deal
with local problems, yet see these also as part of the broader national
problem.
The county agents of the ExtensioTi Service form a connecting link
between farm people and the I'esearch agencies—the State experiment
stations and the Department of Agriculture. These agents carry on
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demonstration work and use many other means of education, including
bulletins, newspaper articles, motion pictures, radio talks, exhibits,
talks at meetings, and discussion groups. They have played an
active part in the broad soil conservation program carried on in the
Tennessee Valley, of which one of the most significant aspects is the
practical testing, on a wide scale, of new phosphorus fertilizer products
made by new processes. These fertilizer materials are furnished free
by the Tennessee Valley Authority for use on selected demonstration
farms, with the cooperating farmers in the community paying the cost
of the transportation from Muscle Shoals. The use of the phosphorus
is coordinated with many other soil-conserving practices.
The Soil Conservation Service also carries on. educational work
through soil conservation demonstrations in selected watersheds
throughout the country. This work is new and it is an outcome of
the recent recognition that soil erosion and flood control are major
national problems. Each demonstration area covers about 25,000
acres, and the actual demonstration is carried out on the farms of
those who agree to cooperate. A staff of technicians w^orks with these
farmers, analyzing the erosion-control problem, formulating an effective plan to deal with it, and helping each farmer to put the plan fully
into effect. A cooperative agreement covers a period of 5 years.
Ordinarily the Government furnishes not more than half the required
materials and supplies and if necessary some additional labor from
Civilian Conservation Corps camps or elsewhere. In many cases
problems that appeared impossible are being effectively solved; an
attitude of despair has been changed to one of hope. The important
point, however, is not w^hat is accomplished for a relatively few individual farmers. It lies in proving what can be done, as a practical
matter, so that other individuals and groups will do likewise.
Research goes hand in hand with education. Because agriculture
in the United States is so complicated and diverse, a broad research
program is especially important in this country. But for the same
reason, conditions are especially favorable here for developing agriculture to a very high level. Lack of finidamental data limits future
progress. If soil science has been slow to develop in this country,
however, it is because soil problems w^ere not generally recognized
until so late.
What, in brief, are the broad lines of investigation needed in a research program? It should identify and map soils in the field; determine the characteristics of the soil types from every angle; investigate
the responses of each type to the known management practices; and
determine its use capabilities on the basis of the scientific data and the
accumulated experience of farmers. Some of this work has been hi
progress for the past 40 years—notably the mapping of soils, now
carried on by the Soil Survey Division—but also much of the earlier
w^ork needs to be supplemented to lit the more precise needs of presentday analysis. There are two things the soil scientist would stress—
not to oversimplify the soil problem and generalize from too few
particulars; and not to tie the scientist too closely to practical programs, but to let him piu'sue his researches wherever the facts may lead.
One of the major functions of soil research is to furnish a solid
foundation for land-use classification, which in turn develops into
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land-iise plamiing. As a Níítion we are just be|i;iniiing to tlûnk íR
terms of planiiiiig tlie use of the land. Not until areas are at least
roughly classified as suitable or not suitable for fanning-, and if suitable,
for what kind of farming and wliat size of farm, will it be possible to
prevent tlie reciuTence of tragic mistakes evident in the acute problem
spots of today. If planning is to be most effective, however, both
local and national farm leaders must participate. Teclmicians and
public officials should not attempt it alone. It is for tins reason that
county agricultural planning conunittees have recently been established in most agricultural comities of tlie Nation.
For the present, the job is to no small extent one of coordination.
A good deal of information exists, but it is scattered and in some
cases contradictory, and it needs to be supplemented by more systematic fact-gathering. A good many agencies, local, State, and national,
are concerned with land use, but they sometimes work at cross purposes
or duplicate one another's efforts. The immediate need is to bring
some order out of this chaos. As a step in that direction, an OiEce of
Land Use Coordination has been set up in the Department of
x\gri culture.
But education, research, and planning are not enougli by themselves.
They are continuous processes, but they must be supplemented and
made effective by action programs.
The most obvious place for the application of direct remedies for
soil misuse is on publicly owned land, of wliich there are hundreds of
millions of acres in the public domain, the national forests, and the
areas belonging to States, counties, and towns. This soil at least
should be well managed, though as a matter of fact much of it has not
been.
The 162,000,000 acres of public domain in the West consists of land
so poor that nobody would take it as a gift on a homestead basis.
Yet paradoxically ii supports 1J2 million horses and cattle and OK
miUion sheep and goats 7 months out of every year; and it is a substantial part of the watersheds of many western streams, and therefore
important in flood control. Through more than 50 years of overgrazing, 19 acres out of every 20 are now eroded, half of them severely,
and the grass cover has been severely depleted as compared with its
original condition. The great need toda.y is to restore this range
cover. It can be done by such means as regulating the number of
livestock within safe lindts, regulating the seasons of use, reseeding
especiaUy bad areas, and fencing, water development, and other
management devices. The new Taylor Grazing Act finally makes this
j)ossible, but it will require many years to restore the land.
The national forests contain 175,000,000 acres of forest and range
land. In 1905 the Secretary of Agriculture laid down the policy that
this land was "to be devoted to its most productive use for the permanent good of the whole people, and not for the temporary benefit
of individuals or companies." The mandate is simple, straightforward, flexible, and permanent. The power is there; the problem is
to applf it by developing sound methods of managing soil and vegetation. This is being done, in the forests and on the forest range,
through a combined program of research and practice which is pushed
as far as funds will permit.
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Of the land originally gran ted to tliem by the Federal Government,
the States still hold the acreages that were not good enough to attract
private buyers. This land is held for sale, though it would be more
sensible to use miicli of it for forestry, grazing, or recreation. In
addition, tax-delinquent land becomes State property in 19 States,
connty property in 23, and town property in 6. The total tax-delinquent land publicly owned may amount to 50,000,000 acres, with
millions more subject to confiscation for delinquency.
In many or most such cases the land is submarginal and miprofitable
for private owners. The time has come to recognize the fact tliat this
kind of land will inevitably become public property. The problem
then is to work out clean-cut procedures for the State or other governmental unit to acquire title, settle the tax equities, and apply a definite
policy of administration, probably using the land for forests, grazing,
pubhc game preserves, and parks. One difficulty is to block up scattered areas into practicable units, and this calls for exchange with
public or private owners, or purchase, to fill in gaps.
In general, it may be said that Federal purchase of land to correct
maladjustments in agriculture, especially where there is a history of
farm abandonment and stranded families, should be confined to cases
where no other measures would be efi'ective. The Department of
Agriculture initiated a pohcy of land purchase in 1934 for this purpose,
and this has been extended through the land-purchase program under
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act of 1937. Such programs, of
course, must include provisions for the relocation and rehabilitation of
families moved off the land acquired by the Government.
A survey of the possibilities for regulating the use of private land
shows that several things may be done. Each has a limited but
worth-while field of usefulness. Most of the eflorts in this direction
are new.
First there is zoning. Zoning ordinances, which are an established
practice in towns and cities, depend on what is commonly known as the
police power—that is, the power of the State to regulate private conduct where necessary to protect public health, safety, morals, or welfare. Urban zoning is applied to harmoîiize land uses, relieve congestion, and stabilize property values. Rural zoning is new. It has been
estabhshed in Wisconsin since 1929 and in Michigan since 1935.
Unlike such regulations as weed laws and corn-borer control, it is not
State-wide aud mandatory but local and permissive. In Wisconsin
it has been applied mainly to prevent the settlement of remote nonagricultural areas. It might be extended to good farming areas to
keep agricultural communities compact, minimize school and road
costs, postpone the use of second-grade land, prevent the resettlement
of abandoned land, and protect streams and lakes against silting or
pollution. It would probably not be effective in promoting the best
use of land already in farms, or in controlling erosion.
In the West, the development of grazing associations offers a new
means of regulating the use of grazing lands through the cooperative
action of stockmen. These associations have recently been organized
in Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado,
Idaho, and Oregon. Essentially, they rest upon a private contract
between members to manage a given area, centralize the leasing of
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lands, work out j^lans for range im])rovenient, iiiul develop rules and
procedures for distributing grazing privileges. Tlie development may
play an important part in future agricultural adjustments in the
Great Plains region.
The soil conservation districts laws are another new development.
To enable farmers within a watei^hed or other nntural area to cooperate in applying erosion-control measures uniforml\^ throughout tlie
aren, a standard act was devised by the Department of Agriculture
in cooperation with the States, and recommended to the States bv
the President in 1937. By June 1, 1938, 25 States had adopted
legislation based on the act, and 59 soil conservation districts had
been organized.
The act requires a petition from 25 land occupiers to establish a
district and a favorable vote from a majority of all land occupiers
before it can finally be established. Once established, a district can
carry on research, conduct demonstration projects, apply preventive
and control measures, enter into contracts with farmers and give them
financial and other assistance, take over State and Federal erosioncontrol projects, recommend land-use plans for soil conservation, and
formulate an ordinance prescribing land-use regulations—which cannot go into effect, however, until it has been submitted to a referendum
of land occupiers and approved by a majority of the votes cast. The
regulations may be amended or repealed by referendum. Failure to
observe the regulations is punishable by a fine, and a court may order
that the necessary work be done by the supervisor and costs collected
from the land occupier. A board of adjustment is provided and its
decisions are subject to review in the local courts. Funds may be
provided only by direct appropriations out of the State treasmy or
grants-in-aid by a Federal agency.
Resettlement as a policy for aiding distressed farm families at
present bristles with questions. The poverty aiul lack of opportunity
in problem areas needs no proof. Neither docs the fact that it was
largely the result of unguided settlement in the first place. But how
many people really want to migrate? What locahties öfter them the
best opportunities? Is there any assurance that the better location of
today will be better tomorrow? Such basic cjuestions as these—tliere
are many others—make for hesitation in applying an extensive
program of moving people out of the problem areas. Much more
study will be needed before resettlement can have more than a
limited application.
In the case of reclamation projects—the irrigation of arid lands in
particular—several changes in polic^^ can be made that would prevent
the repetition of certain past failures and shortcomhigs. The technical questions involved in successful irrigation are considered elsewhere. Here it may be said briefly that speculation in irrigat-ed
lands should be eliminated from Federal projects; the Federal Government should not participate in any project that is not proved by careful
investigation to be economically feasible; assessment of charges
agahist settlers shoidd be adjusted better than it has sometimes been
in the past; costs for power development and flood control should be
allocated elsewhere, not charged to settlers; and a responsible agency
should have the specific function of getting a full quota of settlers to
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the project as quickly as possible. Some of these policies have been
put into effect.
Three faults of the tenancy system were brought out in the previous
section—it provides no incentive for the tenant to maintain or improve
the farm; in some instances it forces him to take a loss for improvements; and there are many miscellaneous mahidjustments in lease
contracts. These faults suggest their own remedies.
(1) State laws might increase tlic security of tlic tenant by requiring that leases
must be in the form of written contracts running for a period of 5 years, terminable at the end of any year uf)on 6 months^ notice by either party, and setting
forth in full the duties and re8i)onsil:>ilities of both parties. An inexpensive legal
mechanism for quickly settling minor differences between landlord and tenant
should also be provided. The landlord's lien for the collectioîi of cash rent might
be limited by statute, particularly in the case of crop failure or economic depression.
(2) The tenant's financial interest in improvements might be protected by
giving him the right to take away removable improvements and receive compensation for those not removable. At the same time, tlic landlord should be compensated, in the form of higher rent, for improvements made by him. A tenant
should be penahzed for unwarranted deterioration, but on the other hand he
should be compensated, when ho leaves the farm, for unexhausted improvements.
This compensation might be paid by the new incoming tenant, ])erhaps over a
period of time.
(3) Miscellaneous maladjustments in tenancy are mostly local ajid due to local
peculiarities. They need detailed study and probably could best l)e corrected
through educational programs.

In the field of agricultural finance there is need for property tax
reforms, better management of farm credit, and changes in mortgage
financing. There are two fundamental methods of lightening the tax
burden.
(1) The revenue requirements of local goveriiments might be reduced by
increasing efficiency through reorganization, consolidation of units, and reallocation of functions; zoning land to save costs of schools and roads; shifting a greater
})art of the cost of some functions, such as education, to the State; and such, other
means as greater use of trained administrators, b(ïtter financial practices, more
State supervision, and closer citizen control through the short ballot, tlie budget^
and full publicity. It is very important that such changes should be accompanied
by centralization of assessment in larger units, and better appraisal methods.
(2) Less reliance might be placed on property taxes for revenue and more on
other forms of taxation, particularly the income tax, ]n addition, there might be
r!}jecial tax arrangements for deferred-income pro])erty such as forest land while
it is being brought into bearing.

The principal evil of fnrm credit from the standpoint of soil use
seems to bo the assumption by the farmer of a debt that is beyond the
earning capacity of the farm to pay. To correct this, more emphasis
should bo placed on the estimated earning capacity of the property
and less on the speculative market value of the tangible assets; maximum and minimum commodity price limits should be set in estimating
earning capacity to avoid extremes in periods of boom or depression;
more attention should be given to regulating the maturity and terms
of loans in such periods; and relief, bounties, grants, and subsidies
should be clearlj^- recognized as such and not confused with credit.
Farm mortgages shoidd be made to help rather than hinder soil
conservation. Good care and management of the farm is of first
importance to both borrower and lender; provisions to insure this for
tlie lender could be definitely included in the mortgage contract in
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return for concessions that would prevent imdiie financial pressure
on the borrower in times of emergency. The average total annunl
payment required to amortize a mortgage should not exceed the average share of the income that can be devoted to this purpose without
slumping unduly on other expenses. The requirement for fixed annual
payments that prevails in the commercial world^ is not suited to
farming, where income is highly variable; instead, it should be practicable to make the loan payable on or before the expiration of a
designated long term, and to vary the amount of annual payments
with the major fluctuations in farm, income. Such an arrangement is
provided in the Bankhead-Jones Act. There should of course be a
fair interest rate, safeguards against overextension of debt, and assurance of the qualifications of the borrower.
Such changes as those suggested throughout this discussion are
desirable in themselves as well as for their effect on soil conservation.
But most of them could only be brought about gradually. ^ Meanwhile
there is need to make an ëiïective start in soil conservation work at
once and on a fairly w^ide scale. Many farmers, however, cannot
afford the necessary expense, especially in a depression period, or they
are not convinced that they have anything to gain by better practices.
To meet these obstacles, the device of giving direct aid to farmers, in
the form of conditional grants and of technical and other services,
has been used.
Grants-in-aid for various purposes—child welfare, public healtli,
and so on—are not new, but they were first used for soil conservation
in 1936, under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act.
On the basis of the experience so far, it appears that such payments
can be effective if farmers are recompensed for two-thirds to threefourths of the costs or sacrifices involved in carrying out practices
beyond those they would ordinarily carry out. In acute problem
areas where fundamental changes in land use are needed, such grants
can probably do no more than ameliorate conditions somewhat.
Whether conditional grants have a permanent place in soil conservation is a question that will have to be decided after further experience.
Experience with technical and other aids given to farmers by the
Soil Conservation Service, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and the
Tennessee Valley Authority has also been short. So far as the donation of material and equipment is concerned, it appears that farmers
need less and less help as a conservation program proceeds and they
see its benefits. Those who have carried on this work believe there is
no question but that it has speeded up the adoption of erosion control
and soil conservation practices, but there is doubt as to whether the
kind of help that has been given to individuals so far would be justified on more than a demonstration basis. After responsible soil conservation districts have been organized, however, this type of Government aid could probably play a permanent and very important part in
furnishing services—particularly technical assistance—that would advance the public welfare but that could not readily be provided by
individual farmers.
In the discussion of the obstacles to soil conservation, it was shown
that one of the major factors is economic instability—both the instability peculiar to agriculture, and industrial and financial instability
n9188°—38
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that profoundly affects agriculture. Without efforts to correct these
deeper causes, au}^ attack on the soil conservation problem in the
Nation as a whole can be only pieceinenl and partial. It need hardly
be said, however, that soil conservation is only one more reason for
making these efrorts, which are vital to uatioual well-being from every
standpoint.
On the strictly agricultural front, the main attack on the problem
in recent years has been through the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
From its early emergency stages and through legal vicissitudes, this
has evolved into what is essentially a three-point program, the goal of
which is a higher and more stable farm income:
(!) Voluntary acreage control. Tiiis gives a moderate adjustment of crop
acreage but not enough to equalize the flow of products to market from year to
year.
(2) Commodity loaîis and crop insurance. These are devices to induce the
storage instead of the marketing of surpluses in years of high yield. The stored
products are marketed in years of low yield. 'J'hc method is intended to equalize
the flow of products, and thus stabilize and improve income, under ordinary conditions.
(3) Marketing quotas to take care of emergency conditions. These are aimed
to prevent the dumping of unusually heavy storage stocks, whîeîi might be built
up if there were several successive years of high yields.

Such a program is not simple to carry out, and no responsible
person believes that by itself it is the complete solution for instability
in agriculture. It requires taking precautions against the abuse of
commodity loans, and against capitalizing impro^xd income in the
form of too high land values; and an}^ program agriculture adopts has
to be integrated into broader policies for the Nation as a whole.
On this broader economic froiit, evervone is familiar with the efforts
that have been made since the 1929 depression to achieve greater
stability. These things are beyond the scope of this book except
insofar as it is necessary to point out their real relationship to soil use
and agricultural welfare. Whatever the individual farmer's viewpoint on specific national policies may be, he cannot escape the hard
fact that he and his farm and his market are directly affected by the
income of the great mass of workers who are also the great mass of
consumers, by industrial unemployment, by tariffs and the state of
international trade, by national fiscal policies, by tlie violent fluctuations of the economic cycle.
Everyone wants to see greater stability aiid a higher standard of
living. " There is no universal agreement on how to achieve them.
The effort may proceed on democratic lines or on the lines of dictatorship. The former is the choice of the United States. It means that
national policies must rest on the broadest possible popular base, and
this emphasizes the overwhelmhig need for intelligent, effective, and
continuous action by organizations of farmers, consumers, and ^\orkers.
Finally, it is important to realize clearly that soil conservation has
legal as well as economic, social, and individual aspects. Agricultural
programs can be put into effect only within a definite constitutional
fi-amework, and the fit)al arbiter in deciding whether they fit this
framework is the Supreme Court. In the writing of such legislation
as the soil conservation districts laws, which are administered by the
States, and the agricultural adjustment legislation, administered by
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the Federal Government, constitutional limitations must be kept in
mind at every step; and not only constitutional limitations, but the
past rulings of the Court as to what these limitations really are and
what they permit. A study of how such legislation is prepared is a
revelation in the difficulties and intricacies involved in turning policy
into law. How important this step is may be judged by the Supreme
Court's decision on the original Agricultural Adjustment Act. That
decision has several instructive aspects.
But in interpreting the law the Court reflects deeper social forces,
as the dissenting opinion, in which three judges expressed a vieAvpoint
opposite to that of six judges, makes abundantly clear. It is these
deeper forces that must be fnlly understood if the Nation is to move
toward any great end such as adequate conservation and use of its
soil resources.
The Farmer and the Soil
Good soil management, in the sense of maintaining fertility and
productivity, depends upon a mjmber of relatively simple practices.
Broadly, five things are of first importance: (1) Suitable tillage; (2)
maintaining the supply of organic matter, principally by the use of
proper rotations and cover crops, including legumes; (3) correcting
soil acidity in the humid regions; (4) providing an adequate supply^ of
phosphorus; and (5) using mechanical measures to control erosion
where rotation and cover cropping are not sufficient. This tapplies to
general farming in most regions. In some areas and for special crops,
there are special problems associated with water supply, drainage,
nitrogen, potash, and certain minerals.
Accurate analysis of the conditions that make this or that practice
desirable, however, is not always easy, especially in a country with as
many different conditions as the United States. Nor is it eas}^ to
work out the variations in details that make so much difference in
economical operation.
Tillage and Tillage Implements
Tillage has three main purposes: The preparation of a suitable
seedbed, destruction of plants that would compete with growing
crops, and improvement in the physical condition of the soil. Under
the right conditions it may also help to conserve nitrogen or make it
more quickly available, control plant diseases and insects, save moisture, and prevent erosion by wind and water. The amount, the time,
and the kind of tillage are all of vital importance, but they depend on
climate, lay of the land, soil, crop, and type of farming, and no general
rule applies. In humid regions subject to erosion and leaching, for
example, the soil should have a plant cover during the dormant or
rainy season to prevent erosion; in certain arid regions it should be
left bare to collect and conserve moisture.
Some 2K billion horsepower-hours are used annually on farms in
the United States for plowing and listing alone. Obviously the choice
of the right tools is a large factor in using this energy most eifectively.
Today, tillage implements are available for many different conditions.
îViôldboard plows include t3^pes for shallow or deep plowing; hillside
plows; two-way moldboards that leave no dead fiuTOw; special bottoms
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for sticlcy and heavy soils, black lands, tough sod, and stubble; speed
bottoms for use with fast tractors; attachments for trash covering;
subsoil plows and chisels for semiarid regions and hardpan; middle
busters and listers for ridging; basin-forming lister attachments, which
make small dams at regular intervals to hold water in the furrows.
Disk plows also include various sizes and types; they are primarily
iisefid in hard and dry or sticky soils where a moldboard will not
scour, or in loose soils full of roots.
Tools for surface tillage include disk harrows, of which there are
several special types; spike-tooth harrows for breaking clods nnd
leveling; spring-tooth harrows; clod crushers and mulcliers of several
types; special tools for seedbed preparation. Cultivators include
those with shovels or sweeps and those with spring teeth; the rotary
hoe with projecting fingers; field cultivators with long, slender teeth;
rod weeders, which wrap weeds around a rotating rod; and such
special machines as those for narrow rows, for thinning sugar beets by
cross blocking, and for market gardening.
In spite of the great variety of implements, improvements in tillage
machinery and methods are still needed. Some improved methods
have been developed as a result of receut comparisons and cost analyses in the field.
Soil Deficiencies
Among soil deficiencies that afl'ect productiveness, those of organic
matter, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are of special importance.
In general, the fertility of virgin soils is associated with, the continuous supply of organic matter they receive from native vegetation,
which is in balance with other factors. The mere act of cultivation
tends to reduce the supply in mam- soils because the activity of
'^bacterial wrecking crews" is greatly speeded up by the additional
oxygen furnished in stiriing the soil. These microscopic organisms
then break down the organic matter at a more rapid rate until it is
decomposed into its simplest elements and disap])ears. Since agricultural crops are generally removed instead of being left to decay, not
enough, raw material is added to the soil each 3^ear to maintain the
natural balance. This rapid reduction under exploitive types of
management ma}^ occur even without erosion. One result is a serious
loss of nitrogen, whicli is largely stored in oi-ganic matter and released,
by decay. Another is a serious change in the structure of the soil,
which becomes more finely divided and compact as the amount of
organic matter is decreased.
Such reductions in productivity are neither inevitable nor necessary.
Yet this has happened so extensive^ in certain parts of the United
States that the virgin productivity of the soil has been profoundly
changed. To retain or increase the productivity that is left, it will be
imperative to provide for an adequate and regular return of organic
matter to the soil in the future. The best organic-matter insurance
is the extensive use of grass and legumes, in rotations or in long-time
pasture. Before they can be grown successfully, however, it may
often be necessary to provide favorable conditions by the use of lime
and phosphorus. With proper practices, there is no reason why the
suppty of organic matter cannot be adequately maintained or in
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some cases increased in the soils of the United States in which it is
now needed.
Nitrogen is a fundamental element in the building of protein, the
stuff of life. Under natural conditions, it does not exist in the soil
like the minerals but must be obtained frona the air. But plants in
general cannot get it from the air or use it in its pure form; it must
first be ^^fixed,'' that is, combined with another element or other
elements, as it is in nitrates, nitrites, and ammonia. This fixing is
done by the electric discharges of lightning and by nitrogen-fixing
bacteria in the soil. These are the fundamental sources of supply.
But nitrogen already built into the protein of living tissues is also
returned to the soil in excreta and in the dead bodies of organisms, and
it is drawn from this storehouse and used over and over again by
plants. The amount naturally present in a soil therefore tends to
vary with the content of organic matter, which is greater in the
cooler regions where decomposition proceeds more slowly.
In some forms nitrogen is easily dissolved, and it is therefore
readily leached out of the surface soil. Large quantities are also
removed by crop plants. Soil erosion removes nitrogen along with
other plant nutrients. One estimate indicates that, in spite of replacements, the net annual loss of nitrogen from tlie soils of the
linitcd States amounts to 6,500,000 tons. While any such estimate
must admittedly be partly guesswork, it eniphasizes the need for
conserving nitrogen hj every means, and particularly by an adequate
return of organic matter to the soil.
Low crop production, however, is due more often to a lack of
phosphorus than of any other element. Most soils respond to additions of phosphorus, and this is especially true of acid clay soils low
in organic matter; though recent work indicates that the soils of the
Great Plains often show an even greater response to phosphorus
applications than soils in the East. The United States is today the
chief producer of superphosphates, and half the tonnage of fertilizers
used by farmers in this country consists of phosphorus materials; but
the amount used is still only a small percentage of that needed.
niosphorus deficiency in soils may be due to a relatively low total
supply, removal by crops and by erosion, or low availability of the
phosphorus in the soil. The last two reasons are the most important.
When crops, livestock, and livestock products are sold ofl' the farm,
the phosphorus they have taken from the soil goes with them, to the
extent of 2,000,000 tons a year for the country as a whole. Naturally
it is not possible to reduce this particular loss, but it is possible to
make up for it to some extent by a careful return of crop residues and
manure. It is estimated that another 2,000,000 tons a year is lost
by erosion, much of which could be prevented. Laclv of phosphorus
may sometimes be the most decisive factor in causing erosion because
it results in poor stands of plants.
But the problem is not simply one of phosphorus as such. The
combinations in which this element exists in the soil are extremel.y
important. Only a small part of the total amount present at any
one time is in forms that can be used by plants; the rest is locked up
in chemical compounds that plants cannot use (though there are differences in plants in this respect). Ordinarily, however, these un-
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available compounds do slowly change to others Ümt ar-e av^ailable.
In general, phosphorus combined with calcium or maguesium is most
readily available and that combined with organic nuiiter next. Phosphorus combined with iron or aluminum is rehitively unavailable,
and that present in rock is the least available of all.
^Superphosphate fertilizers arc readily avaih^ible compounds of calcium and phosphorus. Addin^- calcium to acid soils in the form of
lime decreases acidity and makes the soil a better medium for the
plant to obtain phosphorus. It is thought that irr southern soils, and
perhaps in all acid soils, the [)roportion of pliosphorus in the form of
unavailable iron, and alumiiiiun compounds is comparatively high, so
that these soils respond especially well to iulditions of ])hosî)horus in
more available forms,
The fact that so mucfi ()hosphorus is in nnavailabie forms has one
advantage—it consei'ves the supply atid makes the oifects of phosphorus applications last over several years as the compounds slowty
change. In fact, with very heavy applications in irrtcnsive farming
it is apparently possible to build up an actual reserve.
The practice of top dressing pastures with phosphates is receiving
moi'e and more attention today as it is realized that this element is
just as important for pasture plants as for crop plants. Legumes
especially need an am[)le sui)ply.
An adequate supply of available potassium iinproves the quality
of plants, assists in the functioning of chlorophyll, increases resistance
to certain diseases, offsets the eifect of an oversui)[)ly of nitrogen,
lielps the plant to utilize soil moisture more advantageously, and in
the case of grains insiu'es well-iilied kernels aiul stiff straw. A deficiency is quickly evident in iriarked reduction in yield and, with some
crops, in various symptoms of ])otash hunger. Cotton and tobacco
have the greatest need for potassium, and a hirge percentage of the
potash fertilizers used in the United States are applied to tiiese crops.
Potatoes, sweetpotatoes, sugar beets, certain, cereals, and truck crops
also need relatively large amoiuits.
All soils contain potassium, and compared with nitrogen and phosphorus the quantity is high except in sands, some liglit sandy loams,
muck, and peat. Generally, however, the potassium is present in
relatively insoluble compounds. Moreover it is essential to maintain
the sup])ly in the soil because most crop j)lants remove rather large
quantities every year. In the Southeast, leaching has reduced the
supply of available potash to a comparatively low point.
Although potassium is widely distributed in. the earth's siu-face,
largo accumulations suitable for fertilizer })urposes were confined
mostly to France and. Germany, Recently, large undergromid deposits have been found in the United States, chiefly in the vSouthwest.
The Use of Rotations and Organic Materials
It will be evident from the discussion so far that in. general ncniiingis
more vital to good soil management than providing for the regular and
systematic return of organic matter to the soil. Several practices help
to accomplish this, and all of them do other desirable things as well.
By and large, rotation of crops, including the use of grasses and
legumes in the rotation, is probably the most important. It does
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several things at once. It gives diversification so that all the farmer's
eggs are not in one basket. It helps to keep the soil in good physical
condition, which means good tilth and better water-storage capacity.
It improves fertility by providing organic matter, especially when
crops are turned under, and also nitrogen if legumes are used. It
provides roughage and pasture for livestock, with a consequent return
in manure. It helps to make possible the most effective use of fertilizers. It helps to prevent erosion by keeping the land occupied
with crops, and by keeping cultivated crops oiï sloping land part of
the time. It changes the location of the feeding range of roots by
alteniating shallow-rooted and deep-rooted plants, w^iich tends to
distribute plant nutrients through the soil and prevent local exhaustion of the supply. It is a very important factor in the control of
most weeds and helps to control some plant diseases and insects.
And finally, it improves the quality of some crops, notably grains.
Broadly, the three types of crops, from the rotation standpoint,
are grass and legumes, grains, and intertilled or row crops. It would
be well if intertilled crops could always be thought of as soil-depleting—necessary, but to be kept under control, like an automobile,
which is always potentially dangerous in addition to being useful.
Grass and legumes are like the brakes on an automobile. The
steeper the hill, the more necessary it is to have good brakes; but
the}^ are also needed on the level.
What particular system of rotation will be used on a given farm
depends on regional and local conditions and 021 the farmer's own
needs. The relief or slope of the land is a decisive factor. So is the
climate, the soil, the type of farming, the seasonal distribution of
labor, the market situation. In any case, the rotation system should
be based on a long-time plan, with plenty of knowledge back of it.
But there need be no stifi*-necked adherence to the same plan forever.
It is often advantageous to make changes. There are broad differences
between the crop rotations used in the Corn Belt, the Cotton Belt, the
Dairy Belt, the Wheat Belt, the dry-land area, and the irrigated
sections. The actual practices could be improved in many cases.
The two types of cover and green-maniire crops—legumes and nonlegumes—behave quite differently and have different functions. Nonlegumes—rye and buckwheat, for example—furnish the larger amount
of organic matter, but they may actually reduce the supply of nitrogen
in the soil during decay, especially if they are plowed under when no
longer young. Legumes, on the other hand, add nitrogen, which is
taken out of the air by the bacteria on their roots. In the South,
however, this nitrogen may be lost from the soil before the next crop
is planted unless a nonlegume follows immediately. Even in the
Atlantic and Gulf Coast States, where legumes are most generally
used, large areas are left bare that could be advantageously covered
with these crops. In the South there is room for vast improvement
in this respect.
Manure should be included among the organic-matter additions to
the soil rather than the fertilizers, because, although its fertilizer
content is valuable, its chief benefits come from adding humus and
improving tilth, water-holding capacity, aeration, temperature relations, and the activity of micro-organisms. The billion tons of manure
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produced annually on farnis in tlie United States coritaiiis twice the
amount of organic matter annually removed in the grain and cotton
crops combined, if it could all be used without loss^ it would produce
crop increases worth many millions of dollars. But probably only
one-fourth to one-third of its potential value is novv^ realized. Half
of it is dropped on pastures and luicultivated ground. From the
part handled as manure, there are heavy losses, some of whicli could
be prevented by proper handUng.
Several practical rules apply. The liquid portion should be saved
as much, as possible—for example, by the use of clny or concrete
floors. The manure pile need not be covered, but if it is not, it should
be high and narrow aTid perhaps i)rotected on the sides. Above all,
it should be well compacted, to exclude air; the easiest way of doing
this is to let the animals tread it down. The addition, of superphosphate has much to recommend it. The litter used is a. decided
factor in. the quality of the manure. The inanure should i)referably
not be held in storage o\'er the summer because it deteriorates more
rapidly in hot weather. Lighter applications, suj)[)leme!ited with
commercial fertilizers, are in general more economicul than lieavy
applications. It should be applied to crops of high íicre value, but
it may often, be used adv^ajitageously on. wor.u-out land, and. top
dressing to improve the stand of grasses and legumes is wortii while.
The best incentive to tlie proper handling of manure is an understanding of its true nature, the perishable cfiaracter of its valuable
constituents^ and the direct irioney loss tfiat results from imi)roper
handling.
Although the use of organic a.jnendmenis other than manure is
seldom practiced in general farming or on extensive areas, it ofteii
has considerable value for specialized conditions, as in greenhouses,
vegetable and flower gardens, ami lawns, and for cuttings and seedlings.
Many })lard: wastes may be used in this way, especiidly if they are
composted in a heap with the addition of fertilizers and regular w^atering to hasten decay and prevent UTulue heating. One widespread
use of some of these materials is to create an acdd soil condition, for
acid-loving plants.
The Use of Fertilizers and Lime
To determine what fertilizer treatment a soil .ne(Mls- and also the
results of various practices besides the application of fertilizers—
three experimental methods are in use: Laboratory tests (including
the so-called quick tests) involving the use of chemicals or biological
methods; pot tests with field crops or selected test crops; and plot
tests in the field.
Laboratory tests witli chemicals have recenlly been attracting
widespread attention. In general, they consist iu adding a definite
volume of soil to a definite volume of an extracting solution for a
definite short period, and then fdtering the mixture or allowing it to
settle. The color or the cloudiness produced, WIUMI compared with a
chart or other measuring device, indicates the amount of a given
fertilizer element in the soil, or the amoimt Tieeded. In the hands of
an experienced agricultm-ist who knows tlio soils of the locality and
can take other factors into account, such tests may give useful in-
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formation, especially if they are expressed in broad terms rather than
quantitative figures. Different tests must be used for different soils
and different regions, however; there are many complicating factors;
and the method must still be regarded as supplementary and by no
means uniformly certain.
Pot tests involve the growing of plants in samples of soil, in the
greenhouse or elsewhere. All factors are kept uniform except the one
being investigated, which is varied, under close control, to show the
effects of different treatments. This method is especially useful to
determine the value of different compounds of a fertilizer material, or
to detect the absence or overabundance of a certain element in the soil.
In field-plot tests, which have been used the longest, such accurate
control is not possible. On the other hand, conditions are more like
those in actual farming, and economic results can be evaluated more
truly. Much of our present knowledge of the value of rotations and
many other practices has come from long-continued plot tests, which
are carried on at most of the State agricultural experiment stations.
So far as the three chief fertilizer materials—nitrogen, phosphorus,
and potassium—are concerned, the situation in the United States has
changed remarkably since the World War. The need for an independent supply of nitrogen for explosives forced the development of
commercial methods of separating nitrogen from the atmosphere,
combining it with other elements, and producing stable compounds.
After the war, plants manufacturing explosives turned to the manufacture of fertilizer materials. Potash production in the United States
has also developed rapidly since the war cut off the supply from Germany; in 1935 the United States produced 50 percent of its potash
fertilizer needs compared with 9 percent in 1923. In phosphorus
production this coimtry has long been independent, but there is need
to use the supply wisely.
Whereas in 1900 fertilizer nitrogen came mostly from organic compounds, today it comes mostly from inorganic compounds. The list of
nitrogen and phosphorus compounds is very much longer now than it
was then. Moreover, the modern trend has been toward higher and
higher concentrations, for economy in manufacture, handling, and
transport.
Nitrogenous fertilizer materials are classified according to the way
the nitrogen is combined. There are four groups:
(1) Those with lutrogen in the nitrate form—sodium nitrate, for example.
These are readily soluble, quickly utilized by plants, but also readily leached from
the soil.
(2) Those with nitrogen in the form of ammonia or its compounds—sulphate of
ammonia, for example. These are soluble but less readily leached.
(3) Those with nitrogen in the form of organic ammoniates—tankage and
cottonseed meal, for example. These arc complex protein compounds, mostly
insoluble unless changed by special treatments—as in steam-treated tankage—
but slowly converted by decay.
(4) Those with nitrogen in the amide form—urea and calcium cyanamide, for
example. These are carbon compounds, like organic matter, but not protein.
They are mostly soluble in water and usually quickly changed by bacteria to
ammonia and nitrates.

Of the considerable list of nitrogenous fertilizer materials, sodium
nitrate and ammonium sulphate are the two most widely used today.
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Pliosphatic materials are not so iieath^ classified, but they also
contain phosphorus in different forms, and availability is the big factor
ill determining their fertilizer value. Some, for example ammonium
phosphate, contain pliosphoric acid entirety or mostly in a watersoluble state. The principal materials now used in the United States
are superphosphate with 16 to 20 percent of available pliosphoric acid;
treble sujierphosphate with 40 to 48 percent; ammonium phosphate—
which increases soil acidity—with 48 percent plus 11 percent of
nitrogen; bonemeal, which is high in lime, with phosplioric acid only
slowly made available; basic slag—a byproduct of the Bessemer process of manufacturing steel—which is not used in fertilizer mixtures
but is useful by itself on heavy and lime-deficient soils; and finely
ground rock phosphate, wliich is also used for direct applications
rather than in mixtures.
In potassic fertilizer materials, all the potash is water-soluble and
readity absorbed by plants. The potash content ranges from 47 to 61
percent in potassium chloride (muriate of potash) down to 1.5 to 8
percent in hardwood ashes.
Of other fertilizer elements not ordinarily considered, calcium and
sulphur are contained in some common fertilizer materials, but they
are complete^ lacking in others. Magnesium, in the form of calcined
kieserite, is now added to some materials b\^ some manufacturers for
magnesium-deficient soils.
Since farmers in the United States spend over $200,000,000 a year
for fertilizers, it pays to study the advantages and disadvantages of
the many difl^erent materials available. Nearly 70 percent oJf the
fertilizers used in this country, however, are already mixed, most of
them containing all three of the principal fertilizer elements.
Several major advances have afl'ected mixed fertilizers in recent
years. One of the most important has been the treatment of superphosphate with free ammonia to make ammonia ted superphosphate, a
nitrogen-phosphorus fertilizer. Among other advantages, such a
mixture provides a cheaper form of nitrogen than did the old mixture
of fi.sh scrap or other organic nitrogen products with bone superphosphate, and it has better mechanical and storage qualities.
The efficiency of a fertilizer mixture depends on two things—the
uniformity with wiiich it can be distributed and its effect on plants.
The first is a matter of physical condition, the second of chemical
composition. Fertilizer cannot be distributed evetdy if it tends to
cake or if the particles are of difl'erent sizes so that they segregate.
Methods have been developed to overcome these tendencies. One of
the principal considerations in the application of fertilizers is that of
preventing '^burning'' of the plant. This occurs when the concentration of salts in the soil solution becomes so great that the plant is
prevented from absorbing moisture through its roots. It then dies.
The difficulty has been partly corrected by the use of high-analysis
mixtures, so that less fertilizer is applied to the soil, and by replacing
kainite and low-grade potash salts with high-grade muriate. (The
method of applying fertilizers is also important from this standpoint.)
The reaction of fertilizer materials is another important matter.
Before 1906, the fertilizer materials in general use produced mixtures
with an alkaline reaction. As new materials came into use, the reac-
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tion became less and less alkaline until in 1906 it was neutral. After
1906, other new materials made the mixtures steadily more acid. In
the long run, these fertilizers would build up the acidity of soils. Since
1932, however, mixtures have been neutralized by adding the proper
amount of limestone or, preferably, dolomite.
Since 1900 the f. o. b. price of fertilizer materials except organic
ammoniates has been reduced 50 percent. There has also been a
steady tendency to use higher analysis mixtures for reasons of economy. Calculations made in 1934 showed that by eliminating the 400
pounds per ton of sand filler in a 4-8-4 mixture, wliicli would automatically make it a 5-10-5 mixture, the farmer could save 12^ percent
of his fertilizer bill. By using a 6-16-6 mixture instead of a 3-8-3,
he could save 25 percent of his bill. It is no longer economical to use
such mixtures as 3-8-3, 2-9-3, 0-10-4, and 2-8-2, which have less
than 16 percent of total nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
Other savings may be brought about by the method of applying
fertilizers. It is only within the past few years that soil investigators
have considered this question, and many farmers still do not realize
the importance of proper placement. A recent cooperative experimental program with public and private agencies has brought new
facts to light.
Briefly, the experimental work indicates the decided superiority of
band placement for row crops over the old method of broadcasting.
The concentration of nutrients close to the young plant by the band
method favors early growth and maturity, which has many advantages
(except in special cases, including summer drought); and a smaller
proportion of the fertilizer elements is fixed in unavailable forms by the
soil, which makes for economy. The best pattern for most conditions
has proved to be side bands rather than bands directly above or below
the seed or mixed with it. The bands may vary from % to 2 or more
inches in width and be placed from % to 2}^ inches away from the seed,
depending on the rate of application, the sensitiveness of the plant to
fertilizer injury, and the texture of the soil. In general, it is best to
have them at or a little below the level of the seed. New machines
have been developed for placing fertilizers in accordance with these
principles, and in many cases it would pay farmers to replace obsolete
machinery. Enough experimental work has been done with several
specific crops to make definite recommendations possible for fertilizer
placement.
Lime is not ordinarily a fertilizer material, but for practical purposes
it may be considered along with fertilizers. The practice of using it is
ancient, but it has lagged in this country, partly because adequate
methods for determining lime needs and knowledge of its proper use
have not been available until recent times.
In general, lime is needed in all humid regions, where leaching prevents the accumulation of lime carbonate in the soil. It may be considered the backbone of good crop production and soil conservation in
these regions. The aim should be, first, to use enough lime to bring
the soil reaction to the proper point, and thereafter to apply enougli
to balance the amount lost each year by leaching, over and above
what is returned by manure and crop residues. In the North Central
States, this annual loss, in terms of lime carbonate, amounts to 100
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to 500 pounds per acre per year. Thus 2 tons of ground limestone
per acre would in general balance the not loss for a period of 10 to 20
3^ears. Taking Wisconsin as an examj)le, an initial application of
15,000,000 tons of ground limestone would be required to bring the
soil up to a satisfactory lime level throughout the State. Thereafter
it would take about 1,000,000 tons a year to maintain the level. The
cost per acre would be small, especially when compared to the increased
])roduction and the soil improvement that would result.
Yet figures on tlie use of lime throughout the humid part of the
united States show that in no State is the lime budget balanced.
The experience of Wisconsin is significant in indicating the reason for
this. The use of lime was low in that State until 1934, when the
mining and grinding of limestone materials was undertaken by workrelief programs. With cheap lime available, farmers immediately
began to use five or six times as much as they had before.
On a particular fai^m, the lime needs of each field, and even parts
of fields, should be determined by the use of a soil-testing kit. This
will indicate the amount needed to bring the soil up to the desired
reaction, which varies somewhat for different crops. Then a soilacidity map of the farm should be made for future guidance.
Soil reaction has botli direct and indirect influences on the growth
of plants. The indirect influences include effects on the physical condition of the soil, the availability of essential elements, the activity of
soil micro-organisms, the solubility and potency of agents poisonous
to plants, the prevalence of plant diseases, and the abilit}^ of some
plants to compete Vvitli others. The direct eflects include the poisoning or destruction of plant tissues (in extreme cases of acidity or
alkalinity), and an unfavorable balance between acid and base elements available for absorption by plants. It is only in recent times
that these efl'ects have been understood, and there is much research
still to be done.
Erosion Control
The normal geologic erosion that has gone on for ages imder natural
conditions is a part of the whole complex soil-making process. But
when man steps in and cultivates the land, he creates conditions that
may result in an enormous acceleration of erosion. Under certain
circumstances, this accelerated erosion is the most dramatic and disastrous of the evil things that can happen to the soil.
It is of two familiar types, water erosion and wind erosion. Water
erosion occurs chiefly on sloping land, removing the soil in sheets
(slieet erosion), or cutting it with many small streamlets (rill erosion),
or gashing out deep gullies (gully erosion). The steepness of the slope,
the soil tj^pe, the intensity of rainfall, and the land use all affect the
character and the rapidity of this process. Wind erosion occurs on
both sloping and level land, and it too is affected by soil type. One
factor is common to both kinds of accelerated erosion—they depend
on removal of the natural vegetative cover, wliich includes its complex
of underground roots and its residue of organic matter on and in the
soil. For example, some experiments show that a cover of dense vegetation is 300 times more effective in holding soil and 6 times more
effective in retaining rainfall than clean-tilled crops on the same kind
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of land. Moreover, the rate of erosion increases as the upper la37'ers
of soil are successively removed.
In the United States, agriculture has steadily progressed and expanded, but it has left a heavy toll of erosion, which has been summarized in previous pages.
It is very clear today that no single remedy is adequate to control this destructive process. There must first of all be a widespread
understanding of the problem on the part of farmers and the Nation as
a whole; then planned research to uncover facts not yet understood,
demonstrations of sound soil management to serve as guides, adequate
methods of cooperation among farmers and between farmers and public
agencies, alleviation or removal of economic pressures that make it
diflicidt for individuals to change practices that damage the land, and
practical coordination of all these steps.
As for the erosion-control practices themselves, they may be illustrated by the steps taken in an actual demonstration conducted on
about 30,000 acres in Texas. On each farm in the demonstration area
several of the following practices were combined according to the need
and the situation: Strip cropping, terracing of slopes up to 5 percent,
crop rotation, use of cover crops, retirement of severely eroded land
to grass or trees, contour cultivation, planting of critically erodible
areas to feed and cover plants for wildlife, control of gullies chiefly
with grass, control of terrace outlets with grass, construction of small
grassed channelways to carry water discharge safely downihill, establishment of meadow strips, pasture development by contour furrowing
and reseeding, pasture improvement through rotated grazing and other
practices, recombination of fields to achieve a better lay-out, construction of small reservoirs for stock water, planting of black locust to
protect certain slopes, and field stripping to prevent wind erosion.
In regions where there is sufficient rainfall—\\4iich includes nearly
half the United States—forests must be considered the first line of
defense against erosion where permanent and certain protection is required, on steep slopes, on deep erodible soils subject to gullying, on
land eroded down to sterile subsoil, and on abandoned farm land permanently released froiïi cultivation. The removal of forests is in
itself responsible for accelerated erosion in many areas. Their efl'ectiveness for control is amply proved. To take a single example among
many: During a storm in northern Mississippi, land under forest cover
lost 75 pounds of soil per acre. Nearby land under cultivation lost
68,000 pounds per acre.
It is not primarily the network of tree roots that makes forests so
eft'ective in holding soil, as most people think, but the forest litter—
the carpet of dead leaves, twigs, limbs, and logs. This helps to make
the soil porous, and it prevents rain from hitting the ground with an
impact hard enough to dislodge silt and clay particles. Once dislodged, these particles close the tiny pores and channels in the soil,
wliich forces the water to run ofl; the unprotected surface instead of
soaking in. When fires and overgrazing destroy this forest litter, they
largely destroy the efl'ectiveness of.forests for erosion control.
Fifty million acres of farm land have already been abandoned by
farmers because they are no longer productive, and 30,000,000 acres
more are in process of abandonment. Fully 11,000,000 acres of this
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total will not revegetiito naturally and should be reforested. On perhaps another 10^000,000 acres revegetation will be slow, and plantinf^*
trees would hasten the process. In the case of abandoned land, reforestation is up to the public, since it would not pay private initiative ;
and til at means that the land should be acquired by the public. But
on some 8,000,000 acres of submarginal land still included in farms
that are going concerns, reforestation—which may often be in the
form of farm wood lots—should be largely in private hands, with
Government advice and assistance. Although the rate of reforestation for erosion control has been greatly accelerated within the past
few years, it is not anywhere near keeping pace with the rapidly hier easing need.
The use of grass and other close-growing vegetation is the other
great natural method of controlling erosion and conserving water.
It is practicable where forests are not, whether because of climate or
for practical farming reasons. Moreover, just as stripping away the
forests has resulted in erosion, so has reducing the grass cover. The
remedy in both cases is to get back to nature's methods of erosion
control. This does not mean turning the countiy oser to grass and
trees. It means iitting nature's methods in with regular farming
operations.
Grass need not be stripped oiï to produce accelerated erosion. It
need only be affected to the extent that the best perennial grasses are
reduced or ruined and replaced by inferior annual grasses and weeds.
It is common knowledge that this has happened over very extensive
areas, especially where there has been overgrazing. But overgrazing
can be remedied by two simple means—increasing the number of acres
per head of stock and rotating pastures. There is ample evidence,
based on long-time studies, that both practices pay in more rapid ancl
larger gain in v/eight of livestock, which means better market prices;
in larger calf crops; and above all in range and pasture conservation,
especiaUy during periods of drought.
The practical uses of close-growing grasses, legumes, and other
plants on the farm are many. They fit into rotations. They may be
used for grassed waterways, buffer strips on sloping land, terrace outlets, and control of gullies. Land not needed at the moment ma^^ be
seeded to grass. In such cases the thiclv-growing vegetation frequently
furnishes food for livestock as well as impro\^ing the soil and controlling
erosion. In the case of pasture improvement, fertilizer, lime, and
rcseeding may be essential. Recent investigations are resulting in
worth-while new developments in the use of this kind of cover. Practically every commercially available grass and legiune and many
herbs and shrubs have been used on farms in erosion-control projects,
and many others, collected from all over the United States and
abroad, are being tested.
Contour furrowing, or plowhig and planting land across the slope
instead of running the furrows up and down hill, has long been practiced by intelligent farmers. It is now being carried a step further by
planting the land in alternate strips of close-growing and cultivated
crops. Strip cropping has proved to be one of the simplest, most widely
usefid, most effective, and most inexpensive methods of controlling
erosion. There are three types. In contour strip cropping the true
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contom' of the land, including all its irregularities, is followed closely,
with not more than a 2-percent deviation in any 100 feet. In field
strip cropping, the strips are across the general slope, but the contour
is not followed closely. In wind strip cropping the strips are at right
angles to the direction of the prevailing winds, irrespective of the contour of the land. Field strip cropping is not as effective as contour
strip cropping, but it may be justified in some cases provided low areas
and depressions, where the strips are thrown off contour and collect
water, are kept as permanent grassed waterways. Wind strip cropping
is applicable only to limited areas. It does not conserve water, and
contour strips may be preferable in any given case because the water
conservation they furnish will give a better growth of vegetation.
What is required in putting strip cropping hito eñ'ect is courage to
change the farm lay-out and to some extent the cropping system. The
method can be fitted in perfectly with rotations, however, since strips
can be rotated just as easily as the more conventional fields. After
the decision is made, the laying out of strips is not especially difficult,
although it requires careful consideration of several dift'erent factors.
A million acres are now strip-cropped in soil conservation demonstration projects throughout the country, and farmers interested can get
much information by visiting one of these projects.
Strip cropping is only one of the vegetative methods of erosion
control. There are also several methods that may be called mechanical
rather than vegetative. Many or most mechanical measures can be
put into effect by farmers with ordinary tools, or with special machinery cooperatively purchased. They are being incorporated more
and inore into reguíar soil-management programs. Often, however,
there is need for preliminary advice by the technician in estimating the
quantities of water to be handled and the forces involved. The three
ends to be achieved, ahvays, are surface protection by vegetative
covering, absorption of the maximum quantity of w^ater by the soil,
and the movement of any large concentrations of water from steep
areas through protected channels.
One of the simplest of the mechanical control devices consists of
shallow ditches or diversion channels running across the slope. These
conduct water off at a low velocity so that it does not erode as it flows.
A drainage-type terrace is practically such a channel, supplemented by
a low ridge on the lower side, following the grade. An absorption
terrace consists of a ridge with little or no grade; it does not conduct
the water off but holds it on the land above the terrace until all of it
soaks into the soil. In the semiarid dry-farming region, level terraces
are sometimes used for this purpose. Bench terraces, which look like
a series of steps, are used only on very steep land. They are expensive
to construct and are justified only under exceptional conditions.
Terracing may sometimes be worth while on new pasture land as
well as croplaiid, and on established pastures the use of contour furrows
or ridges at intervals, and of diversion channels, may be highly advantageous or necessary. On the range, practical conservation
devices include, in addition to proper range management, reservoirs
or stock tanks formed by impounding dams on small contributing watersheds; water spreading by contour furrows, ridges, and dikes; and flood
irrigation by damming gullies to divert water across wide flat valleys.
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All channels conducting water must themselves be protected from
erosion. Minor chaunels of low velocity may often consist of grassed
meadow strips following a natural drainageway. If they are of high
velocity, on steep grades, channels must be lined with concrete or
some other material. Major chamiels often require dams, so that
ponds may be formed or the channel level raised. Temporär}^ dams
of brush, logs, or rock may be used to stabilize the flow line of gullies
until vegetation is established. Gully control is also greatly simpliñed
by diverting water away from the gully by ditches or terraces.
Reducing wind erosion depends on setting up obstructions that will
slow down velocity and on increasing the size of the soil aggregates—
as by a lumpy surface—so that the wind cannot readily pick them up.
Among the obstructions are lister ridges, clods, and stubble. Permanent wind-erosion control, however, must center around the
maintenance of a favorable soil condition, usually involving a good
vegetative cover.
Tlic fact that no single method can be relied on to control erosion
on a given farm or in a given area has already been stressed. In the
South, for example, mam* people formerly thought terracing was
almost all that was needed. Terraces alone could not do the job,
quite aside from the fact that many of them were wrongly constnicted.
Today agricultural scientists arc working toward a much broader
approach and trying to take all factors into account.
But many questions remain to be answered. In parts of the dry
areas of the West, restricted and well-managed grazing will go far
toward restoring the grass cover, except where destruction has
proceeded so far that mechanical structures are needed in addition.
In the cultivated areas of tlie dry region tlie problem is much, more
complex. For one thing, a decision must be made on tlie fundamental
question of whether the continuous use of land \mder a wheat-fallow
system can be considered feasible as a permanent ty])e of agriculture
in a country where the balance between moisture conditions and crop
production is so delicate. If not, what other S3^stem is possible?
In the humid South, where erosion has been, severe, basic revisions in
the farming system will sometimes be necessary to make room for the
combination of practices required to cure the sickness of the soil.
In the Corn Belt, erosion has not progressed so far and there is an
opportunity to work out a sound preventive program, with more
conservative practices worked into the regular farming system.
Within these regions each farm presents its own individual problems,
practically field by field. The best way for a farmer to see what can
be done is to study what is being done on demonstration farms where
investigations are being made aiui remedies applied in detail.
Sotne Special Areas and Problems
Dry farming, irrigation farming, and the management of forest
soils present peculiar problems that call for separate treatment.
Marbut pointed out that, because they have been subjected to a
minimum of leaching, drj^-land soils are exceptionally rich in plant
nutrients, ^ and the thickness of the fertility layer may often be
measured in feet where in humid forest soils it is measured in inches.
This is both the value and the danger of the semiarid soils. Crop
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returns are so heav}^ in years of ample rainfall that production is
expanded. A succession of years of low rainfall then, leads to ruin.
The primary lesson that must be learned in dry farming is that only
the long-time average has any meaning in measuring returns.
Except in certain areas, the moisture content of the soil is the sole
factor controlling failure or success in crop production^ with wind
erosion quite commonly and w^ater erosion occasionally as complicating
elements. This means that all dry-farming operations center around
the moisture supply. Several fallacies about soil moisture have been
exploded by the experimental work of the past 20 years, though some
farmers still believe them. Four facts are basic.
(1) Crop j^ields are not directlj^ proportional to the amount of available water
in the soil. They depend on the amount available over and above the mininuun
required for any crop at all. If 10 inches of rainfall is required for any crop, 9
inches will mean total failure; 12 inches, or 2 inches over the minimum, will
mean a small crop; 14 inches, or 4 inches over the minimum, may give twice ay
much yield as .12 inches.
(2) Precipitation is the sole source of water supply except in sf)ecial areas;
water wMll not come magically from some imaginary water table or elsewhere.
(3) Small-grain crops normally use all the avañable water, leaving the soil
dry at harvest time.
(4) There are only three fundamental ways of increasing or making the most
of the available water supply—increasing the absorption of water by the soil,
as by tillage practices, the use of stubbie, and level terracing to reduce run-off;
saving up the water in. the soil one year for use the next year or two, as by leaving
the land idle, in fallow; and preventiîig undue withdrawal of water, as by killing
all weeds and using water-conserving crops.

But the semiarid areas are by no means imiform, and how these
basic facts are used to guide farm practice depends on all the conditions in a given locality.
Irrigation has developed most completely' and extensively in the
arid sections. The irrigation pioneers in this country were the Indians
of the Southwest, before the coming of the wdiito man; the Spaniards;
and the Mormons, who established community enterprises in Utah
and elsewhere. Subsequent developments w^ere varied. Tliey included many privately owned irrigation systems, as well as mutual
irrigation companies, public-utility companies supplying water for
profit, the establishment of public irrigation districts, and the reclamation movement following tlie Reclamation Act of 1912.
Partly as a result of this diverse growth, irrigation presents some
complex financial and legal problems, the latter concerned especially
with w^ater rights. There are also many physical problems, on some
of which, there is need for further research. The physics of soil
moisture and soil-moisture-plant relationships are two fields for fundamental investigation. The possibilities of supplemental irrigation to
provide feed for livestock and to extend home gardening in dry areas
are promising, but they need study from an economic standpoint.
There are practical rules for the application of irrigation water, but
much could probably be done to make this more efficient. There is
need to perfect and extend a system of land classification to determine
the suitability of land for irrigation. The need for determining in
advance the prospective water supply from various w^atersheds led
to the establishment of regular snow surveys. These have been very
useful, since much irrigation water comes from melted snow.
,^9183»—88
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Failures in irrigation agriculture have not been uncommon, and they
are likely to be exceptionally costly. A review of their history shows
that for the most part they have been due to unfavorable conditions
of soil, water supply, and drainage not realized before development
was started. This emphasizes the necessity of adequate analysis of
these factors in advance. Although the task is technically difficult
and more fundamental information is needed at many points, enough
experience has accumulated by now to make it possible to avoid many
costly mistakes.
Primary consideration must always be given to the soil solution,
which in turn is influenced by the quality of the irrigation water.
Unlike rain water, irrigation water contains dissolved substances, often
in considerable quantities. These may accumulate in the soil—which
in fact may already contain a large amoimt of salts before it is irrigated—ancl in time produce profound changes that result in declining
crop yields. Usually the changes are unnoticed in the beginning; by
the time the injury becomes obvious, they have gone so far that
remedies are expensive, diíEcult, and slow in operation. The causes
and the nature of these changes are complex matters of soil chemistry
and physics. In general, they are of two kinds—overconcentration of
the soil solution, which directly damages plants, and deterioration in
the physical properties of the soil mass.
One change to be particularly feared is an increase in the proportion of sodium as compared to calcium and magnesium. Through
the phenomenon known as base exchange, this may lead to dispersion
of the soil particles, a tough or rubbery condition of the soil mass,
and impaired tilth and permeability. A possible corrective measure
is the artificial application of calcium. It is of first importance,
however, to have or to provide good drainage conditions so that too
high concentrations of harmful salts can be flushed out of the soil
by the use of excess water. Bringing water to the soil seems to be
the principal problem in irrigation agriculture, but getting it out of
the soil again is just as vital.
Artificial drainage is of course a common practice in the humid
regions not only to remedy wet spots in fields but more extensively
as a form of crop iiisurance. Cold, wet soils are late to warm in
spring and subject to early frost and severe winter heaving, and
drainage is necessary if they are to be developed satisfactorily. On
the other hand, in many cases the cost of drains may be several
times what the land is worth. In the case of peat and muck especially,
the profitableness of drainage is often extremely doubtful, particularly when it is considered that these soils are a fire hazard when
dried out.
Open drains have a limited usefulness in general farming. Uiiderdrains of tile are permanent and efficient, although much money can
be spent on them with unsatisfactory results if the system is not
properly designed and constructed. In general, the drainage systems
are of two types—those with long parallel laterals, uniform in depth
and spacing, for fairly level land ; and those with side lines to intercept seepage on hillsides. Depth and spacing are determined by the
character of the soil and the crop ; the general design is determined by
cost, available outlets, grades, and source of water. Tile lines should
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be as straight as possible, witli easy curves. There should be no
s])aces between tiles, whicli should be laid carefully on a firm ditch
bottom. The tile should be dense and durable rather than porous,
and ring when struck. Mole drains, made by a steel ball or bell
dragged through the soil below the surface to form a round, unlined
channel, seem to have given good results in Europe and are being
studied in this country.
The management of forest soils is a problem that up to the present
has received little or no attention in this country. The principles
that should be followed are just beginning to be imderstood. The
main points are: To maintain the forest litter so that it is not depleted
faster than it accumulates; to use mixed stands of trees, whicli is the
forest equivalent of rotation of crops; and to use the best types of
trees adapted to the particular soil—in general, hardwoods wherever
possible, since hardwoods return larger quantities of nutrients to the
soil than conifers. Applying these principles means restricted cutting
to maintain full stands, prevention of fires, and control of grazing.
In the West, where grazing land is intimately mixed with the forest,
control consists in limiting numbers of livestock to the actual carr^dng
capacity of the forage. In the East, where grazing land and forest
are not commonly mixed, it is probably much better to keep stock out
of the forest altogether and to clear areas for pasture if it is needed.
Studies in Wisconsin show that soil losses were nearly 100 times greater
and water losses 60 times greater from a pastured than from an unpastured wood lot.
Soil and Plant Relationships
In all soil management, the important point obviously is the relationship between the soil and the plants that grow in it. With due
regard for economic factors such as accessibility to markets, good
management consists (1) in selecting the right plants for a given soil,
or in choosing the right soil for a given plant; (2) in maintaining the
soil so that it remains suitable for the plant; or (3) in modifying it so
that it is more suitable.
If a soil is to be favorable for the growth of crops, it must lïieet six
fundamental conditions, some of whicli can be brought about to a
considerable extent by management practices:
(1 ) It must be suited to the use of efficient cultural implements.
(2) It must offer effective resistance to destructive erosiou or depletion under a
desirable cropping sytem. Certain silt loams and very fine sandy loams, for
exani])le, are excellent for plants but so subject to erosion that they cannot l.)e
used for certain crops for any length of tiine.
(8) It must l.)e capable of storing enough moisture to meet crop requirements
under normal rainfall or irrigation. Texture, structure, and depth to the \^'ater
table are important factors. The first two, at least, can be modified by proper
management.
(4) There must be adequate aeration to permit the development of a good root
system. Where this is lacking it can often be provided by drainage; but in
heavy, impervious soils or where the water taV)le is near the surface, satisfactory
drainage may be impossible.
(5) There must be a supply of plant nutrients sufficient for profitable yields.
Here management can be profoundly effective in altering infertile soils by the use
of fertilizers, cover crops, and manures.
(fi) The soil must be free of unfavorable chemical conditions such as excessive
acidity or alkalinity, harmful concentrations of salts, or excesses of certain elements
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that create an unbalanced condition for plants. Here also good management may
often correct defects, as ])y the use of lime to bring a])out the most favorable soil
reaction.

Most of these points, it will be ]ioticed, have to do with the needs of
the plant for water, oxygen, and nutrients. The success attained in
growing plants in w^ater cultures, without any soil whatever, shows
that these are the three tilings on which attention must be centered.
Within these broad requirements, tliere aie certain most-favorable
soil conditions for the growth of particular crops. The Hagorstown
silt loam of the Appalachian limestone valleys, for example, will grow
almost any temperate-zone crop satisfactorily; yet COJ'U will do better
on other soils, and so will some of the market vegetables, and so will
fruit. These most-favorable conditions,^ existing naturally, have
largely determined the areas specializing in various crops, and they
should be understood as one of the principal elements in successful
production.
Certain interesting aspects of this matter of soil-plant relationships
have received attention only in comparatively recent years. One of
these is the question of the effect of soil composition on plant composition and functioning.
All animals, including man, get their nourishment ultimately from
the soil. The plant serves as the intermediary, drawing chemicals
out of the soil into its sap and changing them into compounds that
can be used by animals for building flesh, blood, and bones. But if
the soil is deficient in one or more of the necessary elements, plants
may be unable to get enough of it to supply the needs of the animal.
This is notably true of phosphorus in several areas in the United States
and elsewhere. Animals feeding on plants in these areas are subnormal in development and even subject to severe diseases.
The w^hole subject of the effect of soil composition on plant composition, and through this on animal health, deserves the increasing
attention it is getting today. It is complicated by the fact that the
elements originally in the soil are by no means the only factors in
determining what the plant will contain. Continuous cropping, for
example, changes the picture by depleting the soil of some elements,
and plants react accordingly. Again, experimental evidence shows
that different varieties of the same plant grown on the same soil may
contain different proportions of some elements; there are selective
forces at work in addition to the composition of the soil itself. The
period of growth of the plant makes a difference in its composition;
cuttings of alfalfa, for example, taken at different stages of growth,
have been found not to have the same content of calcium and
phosphorus.
Climate, including temperature, rainfall, and sunshine, also alfects
plant composition. Investigators in Kansas, California, and Maryland once exchanged samples of soil and grew the same wheat in the
same soil under different climatic conditions, with marked effects on
the content of protein, mineral ash, phosphoric acid, and potash.
Water supply is another factor. In general, more minerals are absorbed by the plant as the water supply increases ; grain grown on irrigated soils has a higher mineral content and a lower protein content
than that grown without irrigation, and it has been suggested that
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the differences are great enough to be useful in animal feeding. Finally,
the use of fertilizers makes a difference. Within limits the content of certain elements in the plant can be increased or decreased by
manipulating fertilizer formidas—though comparatively little is
known about this, and there are many conflicting statements. As a
guide to corrective measures where there is cither a deficiency or an
excess of some element, attempts have been made with some success
to diagnose the nutritive condition of plants by chemical analysis of
selected leaves or by an examination of their color, form, and other
visible characteristics.
The major elements are not the only ones that are important from
this standpoint. Iron and boron are now included among the elements necessary for normal plant development. Early in the twentieth century, manganese, copper, and zinc were added to the list, and
a few years ago nickel and cobalt were tentatively added. Only very
small concentrations or traces of these so-called secondary elements—
a few parts in a million parts of soil—are needed, but without them
the plant suffers. Too great a concentration, on the other hand, may
be harmfid or fatal; this has been found to be true in the case of
boron. Some other elements poisonous to plants or animals at relatively low concentrations are aluminum, arsenic, barium, chromium,
fluorine, lead, selenium, and thallium.
Discoveries in this field have led to remarkable results in clearing
up tlie causes of certain mysterious diseases of plants. vSand drown
of tobacco has been found to be due to a deficiency of magnesium in
the soil; chlorosis of tomatoes on certain Florida soils to a deficiency
of manganese; pecan rosette and citrus leaf mottle to a deficiency of
zinc; internal cork of apples, top rot of tobacco, cracked stem of
celery, internal browning of cauliflower, and dry rot of sugar beets
to a deficiency of boron; wilting of the upper leaves of tobacco to a
deficiency of copper. Again, a deficiency of iron and copper, and
possibly cobalt, in sandy Florida soils affects the development of
cattle feeding on plants from these soils. Lack of cobalt in certain
New Zealand soils causes the '*bush sickness'^ of sheep.
Large crops grown on highly cultivated soils, without replacement
or return of residues, deplete the natural reserves of these elements.
The use of commercial fertilizers consisting of almost pure salts may
hasten this process through the complicated reactions of base exchange, which make some secondary elements more rapidly available
for use by plants. The return of organic matter to the soil, and the
use of stable manure, tend to conserve them. Lead and arsenic in
sprays, as used, for example, in nurseries to control the Japanese
beetle, may leave residues in the soil that are toxic to growing plants.
The whole problem of the interrelationships of these elements in
soils, plants, and animals needs more intensive research. What, for
example, are the functions of the various secondary elements in life
processes? It has been reported, without confirmation as yet, that
boron is concentrated in the pistils of flowering plants, barium in the
eyeballs of animals, zinc in the reproductive glands, bromine in the
pituitary, and cobalt and nickel in the pancreas. One difficulty in the
research w^ork is that only the most refined methods of analysis can
be used where such minute quantities produce such powerful effects.
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The secondary element selenium deserves special treatment as the
cause of the fatal alkali disease among animals, characterized by loss
of hair and hoofs, lameness, liver lesions, and edema (dropsy). The
disease was first noted in 1857, but the cause was imknown for 75
years. In 1928 it was traced to the consumption of grain and other
vegetation grown on definite soil areas, and a few years later the
cause was found to be selenium in the grain. Survey work showed
that soils from certain geological formations are selenium-bearing^
but that poisonous concentrations remain only under conditions of
low rainfall; under irrigation or in humid areas the selenium is washed
out of the soil. Toxic areas have been located in South Dakota,
Nebraska, Wyoming, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, and Montana.
Soils containing 1 part of selenimn per million, or even less, may
produce vegetation that is poisonous.
Plants diiïer in their absorption of selenium and their tolerance to
it. Range animals tend to avoid the poisonous plants except when
other vegetation, is reduced by overgrazing. Animals passing through
a selenium area have been known to die in large numbers overnight
from eating toxic vegetation.
Soil and plant relationships are most evident in the case of native
vegetation, since this develops in balance with the climate and the
soil. The soil itself, in fact, is formed imder the influence of the
vegetation that grows upon it, and in the long run this may contribute
more to its character than the geological materials from which it
was originally formed. The native vegetation w^as used by primitive
man and by early settlers as a guide to the choice of croplands or
grazing land, and it is still used in reconnaissance surveys to indicate
boundaries between soil types. In general, broad plant communities throughout the United States will be found to coincide
with soil associations; though there are some interesting exceptions,
where, for example, a certain factor such as rainfall has a more powerful effect on soil development than on plant grow^th, or vice versa.
Various plant communities broadly indicate regions of cool or warm
climate; high or low rainfall; frequent drought; permanently dry,
moist, or flooded subsoil; and land valuable for agricultural production
or for grazing. On western raw lands, certain plants indicate the
best, the medium, and poorest soils for small grains and for the
production of forage; and in the case of grazing land, they are correlated with the carrying capacity of the range.
Fundamentals of Soil Science
Soil science in modern times has developed along two general lines.
In western Europe it followed the theory of the great German chemist
Liebig that productiveness depends on maintaining the correct
balance of mineral elements in the soil. Experiments and practices
resulting from this theory greatly increased crop production, but it is
known today that the balance of mineral elements does not tell the
whole story.
Russian students of the soil took a diflcrent approach. The
scientists in that vast land saw a great variety of soils with marked
regional differences. In trying to discover the why of these differences they soon saw that the soil is very much like a living thing,
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born of parent rock and slowly developing nnder the inñuence of
climate, vegetation, and relief, or the topography of the land. Differences in these forces make differences in soils, and the soils can be
classified in great groups each of which has its own peculiar characteristics.
1111
Soil scientists in the United States have been influenced by both
viewpoints. They have carried on plot experiments based on the
chemical-balance theory, but also, especially under the influence of
the late C. F. Marbut, they surveyed and classified soils somewhat
according to the Russian concepts.'^ Because of similarities between
soils in the United States and those in Europe and Asia, much from
both schools is helpful to us, but there are unique problems m tins
country that also necessitate a different approach from that in either
Europe or the Soviet Union.
Physics, Chemistry, and Biology of the Soil
The broad differences in soils may be easily seen when the soil layers
are exposed, as bv digging a trench in a field. These layers are cafled
horizons, and tlie whole arrangement of the horizons from top to
bottom is called the soil profile. In the surface layer, caUed the A
horizon, life is most abundant, and this is the horizon that is normally
cultivated for crops. Below it is the B horizon, which may be heavier
and have an accumulation of clay. The A and B horizons together
are the true soil or solum. Below them is the C horizon, the weathered
parent material from which true soil can be formed only by the slow,
complex processes of soil formation. Soils formed under different
conditions have different profiles, Uke different races of people, and
some do not have all three horizons.
The soil as a whole is a mixture of sohds, liquids, and gases or an\
The solid portion is partly inorganic, derived from rock, and partly
organic, derived from living tlnngs such as roots and bacteria. These
solid particles range in size from gravel and stones, througiv saiui aTid
silt, to clay. The texture or ^'feel" of the soil is determined by the
proportion of particles of difl'erent sizes.
But the particles also cling together hi groups, as anyone can see by
picking up a handful of soil. The sizes and shapes of these groups,
and their resistance to breaking down, make what is caUed the structure of the soil. It is now known that structure plays a large part in
the productivity of different soils, affecting the ease with which roots
can penetrate, Üie rate of absorption and movement of water, and
the resistance of the soil to erosion. It is just as important to maintain good structure as to maintain a good chemical balance. Granular
and crumb structures are the best for crop plants, and these structures
normally develop where grasses and legumes have been growji, but
also sometimes under forests.
Ill addition to texture and structure, soils have color. Difl'erent
colors result from the presence of much or Uttle organic matter and
from the accumulation of certain chemical compounds. Black or
bi-own sous are usually considered the most fertile, red or reddishbrown next, and vellow, gray, and white the least fertile.
Clay, which has the smallest particles of any solid material in the
soil, cleserves special mention. These very fine particles, most of
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wliich cannot be seen even under a microscope, are called colloids.
They represent tlie last stage in the break-down of larger pieces.
Some are made from organic matter, some from mineral matter.
The clay particles or colloids are the pantry in which plant foods are
kept, the storage place where chemicals are held, to be gradually
released to nourish plants. The kind and amount of the clay or
colloid portion of a soil is therefore extremely important in determining its fertility.
But before the nutrients can be actually absorbed by roots, they
must be transferred to the liquid portion of the soil, the soil solution.
This might be roughly likened to a thin chemical soup, made of
minerals dissolved in w^ater, w^hich occupies the pore spaces between
the solid, particles of soil. That is, the soil solution shares these pore
spaces with air. Air in the soil supplies plant roots with oxygen, and
it is important to maintain the supply by proper drainage.
We live in a moist world, and of all chemical compounds water is
the most wonderful and universally useful. A severe drought emphasizes the value of a soil with good moisture-holding capacity. Water
is constantly moving in the soil, pulled downward by gravity, and
creeping upward, downward, and sidewise in the tiny cavities or pores
through the operation of capillar}^ forces—the same forces that pull
ink up in a blotter. How water is retained in the soil and how it
moves is an interesting but complex subject for study, closely tied up
with laws of physics. The vital point is w^hat is called the available
water—the amoinit that is left after all excess has been drained away
by gravity, but before so much has been removed by evaporation and
transpiration that plants wilt. This available water is capillary
water; it is held by capillary attraction in the miiuite pore spaces.
Since structure determines the size and shape of the pore spaces, it is
most important in determining the capacity of a soil for holding a
large amount of available water.
Soil chemistry today is also an extremely complex subject, but this
may be partly because not enough is known to make simple rclationshi]:>s always clear. As knowledge increases in any science, relationships that look complex can often be reduced to fairly simple laws.
Soil chemists at present are giving major attention to the colloids
or clay particles. Taken all together, the particles in a pound of
dry clay have an enormous surface area—probably enough, to cover
5 acres of ground if they could be opened up and spread out. This
great surface area makes a fine field for chemical reactions.
Through ages of washing, the soil colloids in humid regions have
lost much of their lime (calcium), potassium, and some other elements,
but they retain minerals that slowly become available to plants b^^
being transferred to the soil solution. In dry-land regions the colloids
have kept nnich more of the calcium, j)otassium, and sodium that was in
the original parent material. In prairie regions they have been enriched
by additions from the organic matter of the grass cover. In northern
forested regions, still difl'erent changes occur. In general, colloids with
a relatively high silica content are better able to hold plant nutrients
than those low in silica. Such broad difl^erences can be analyzed
by the chemist, and this knowledge is used in various ways, but the
smaller différences, which may also be important, still elude analysis.
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One of the activities of special importance in connection with colloids is the phenomenon known as base exchanpje, and this too is receiving a good deal of study. When a fertilizer salt—potassium
chloride, for example—is added to the soil, not all of it goes into the
soil solution. Some of it chaiiges place in the colloid particles with
calcium, sodium, and other mineral base elements,^which are then
released to the soil sohition. The part of the potassium that goes to
the colloid is held there in a form tíiat is not readily soluble, and thus
it is conserved for future use. Where hydrogen and calcium are involved, base exchange is a large factor in the acidity of the soil. In
fact a better understanding of the complicated reactions of ba,se
exchange is vital in many w^ays to the working out of better soilmanagement practices.
The question of acidity is somewhat better imderstood since accurate
methods of measuring the reaction of the soil have been worked out.
One of the most useful of these is the simple pH scale. It consists of
whole immbers and fractions that indicate the concentration of hydrogen (II) ions in proportion to hydroxyl (OH) ions in a solution. An
excess of the former makes an acid soil; of the latter, an alkaUne soil.
Soil reaction is now commonly expressed in terms of pH values.
Studies of colloids, base exchange, and soil reaction are merely
three examples of present-day research in soil chemistry. The field is
wide, and w^idle theoretical knowledge is being built up, practical
applications are constantly beJTig made that are of value in crop
production.
The scientific study of the soil takes in not only physics and chemistry but biology. All living things supported by the soil return to it
in the end, to be broken down by untold numbers of micro-organisrns
and become the complex substance called humus. This humus is in
eifect a storehouse of plant nutrients that are gradually released as it
is still further decomposed into simple mhieral salts, carbon dioxide,
and water. But humus represents more than stored plant nutrients;
hitimately mixed with soil, it has a great deal to do with creating and
maintaining good, soil structure.
There is no true soil without organic matter. The quantity of
humus, how^ever, depends primarily on climate and vegetation. Climate determines the rate and time of (lecomposition; vegetation determmes the amount and kind of organic substance added to the soil
each year. In. grassland, for example, the quantity of humus in the
soil is large; additions each year are not great, but they have been
gradually built up because climatic conditions have made the rate of
(iecompôsition slow. Eventually all soils under natural conditions
reach a state of balance, wdien the additions of humus from native
vegetation equal the removal by decomposition. ^ Bet\veen the great
regional soil groups there are strildng and characteristic differences both
in the amount of humus and its distribution through the soil profile.
When man clears away or plows up the native vegetation, he disturbs or destroys this balance. He may or may not damage the soil,
but he must provide for an. adequate supply of humus in one way or
another if productivity is to be maintained.
The living microscopic organisms that swarm in. the soil are the
agencies that break down raw organic material into humus, and this
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again into simpler elements. They do this in the process of getting
food for themselves and building up their own bodies. They in turn
die, by uncounted billions, to add to the soil organic matter.
The easily^ decomposed sugars, starches, and proteins in. plant and
animal remains are broken down first by these micro-organisms; then
the celluloses that make cell walls, and the fatlike lipoids; and last the
tough lignins or woody substances, which may remain for a long time
in the humus state. When bacteria attack the proteins, one of the
products is^ ammonia, w^hich is absorbed by the soil. From the
ammonia, nitrites are produced by further bacterial action. Another
onslaught of bacteria changes the nitrites to nitrates, which can readily
be utilized by plants. Other bacteria live in the roots of legumes,
from which they get food; and in retiuTi, they fix nitrogen from the air
and build up the supply in the soil.
Bacteria are not the only micro-organisms that carry on the processes of decomposition. Fungi are numerous and active, especialh^
under forest conditions. Some of them, tlie mycorrJiiza, live in close
association, with the roots of plants, somewhat like the nitrogen-fixing
bacteria, in. an arrangement that is advantageous to both the plant
and the fungus. Then there are protozoa, one-celled animals that
feed on the bacteria, and slime molds (myxomycètes) w^hich apparently feed on bacteria and fimgi. Going up the scale of size, there are
nematodes, w^orms, insects, and larger animals living in the soil and
each having some effect upon it.
Formation and Classification of Soils
]r*hysically, chemically, and biologically, then, the picture of the
soil is one of ceaseless change. The soil remains wdiat it is only
because something is always becoming something else. In this change,
additions are normally compensated by subtractions, and the endless
interplay of forces remains in balance. Broadly, the process of soil
forjnation as it is now understood is like this:
The begiiming is parent rock—geologically a broader term than it
is in connnon usage, because sand and dust and other soft materials arc
called rock by the geologist. Kocks are classified, into three main
groups: (1) Those made from molten material (igneous rocks), often
volcanic in origin; (2) those made of material deposited by three
agencies—water (sedimentary rocks), wind (eolian rocks or loess,
which is really dust), and glaciers (glacial rocks); (3) those made from
one of the other kinds by intense heat or pressiu'e (metamorphic rocks).
These groups contain, many different kinds of rocks of varying composition, some rich and some poor in mhierals that can be used by plants.
Naturally the parent rock has an effect on the soil made from it, but
usually this effect is profoundly modified by other forces.
Ph;^sical w^eathering breaks rock into fragments. It is split by
slow, irresistible forces—the uneven expansion and contraction caused
by heat and cold, and the wedging of ice and of roots. Large fragments become small particles through grinding by rivers, glaciers,
landslides, and avalanches, and scouring by winds. Meanwhile the
rock is also chemically weathered, and some of its compounds—particularly of potassium, calcium, and magnesium—are dissolved.
Decaying vegetation mixes humus w4th the rock particles, and plant
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roots pull \ip jmirierals in tlio water tliey got from deeper soil layers
and add these to tiic surface layer. Micro-organisms are active either
continuously or in great seasonal waves. In all of these soil-forming
processes climate^ inchiclirig terriperature and rainfall, plays a vital
part. Ilelief, or the slope of the larid, is also extreme^ important,
controlling drainage, run-off, percolation, and erosion. ^ Finally, time
itself is a factor in soil formation. Certain soils in hnmid regions may
be formed in 100 years or less. Others, particiüarty in dry regions,
require ages.
The interaction of all these forces in varying degrees has produced
soils with marked individual characteristics, which are used as the
basis for the modern system of soil classification. The broadest
grouping is into three orders :
(1) Soils produced under Tiorrnal condiliou.s froni well-drained parent jnatorial
acted on by climate arid biological fijrces. ^.riiesc are called zonal soils.
(2) Soils in which eitlier the parent njaterial or the slope of the land (relief) has
produced an effect that o\'erbalances all other factors. These are called intrazonal
soils.
(3) Soils in which, the parent material has remained Just about as it was originally, almost unchanged by any forces. These are called azonal soils.

Within these three orders, certain processes or conditions produce
many great groups of soils:
(1) In the zonal order: (a) Soils that normally have an accumulation of lime.
In the arid regions, these incliiiie the great groups known as the Desert, Red
Desert, Sierozem (gray), and Brown soils, in the grassland regions they include
the great groups known as the Reddish Brown, Chestnut, Reddish Chestnut, and
Chernozem (black) soils. In the forest-grassland transitional regions ^they include the great groups known as the Degraded Cliernozem and Xoncalcic Brown
soils, (b) Soils in which there is an accumulation of peaty organic matter on the
surface, and in which clays and iron coiiipounds have moved dowu to lower layers.
This process is known as'podzolization, and it takes place under forest conditions.
The soils produced are the groat griuips known as the Podzol and Brown Podzolic
soils, (c) Soils in which there is a progressive; di^composition of rock minerals
by hydrolysis, and in whicli these minerals are converted into silicic acid, aluminum hydroxide, and iron hydroxide, or related products. This process is known
as latcrization and it occurs in warm-teini>eratc and tropical forest regions.
The soils produced are the great groups knowii. as the Yellow Podzolic, Red
Podzolic, Yellowish-lirown Lateritic, ReddWh-Brown Lateritic, and Latérite soils.
(2) In the intrazonai order: (a) Soils í haracterized by an accumulation of
salts, or produced from soils in which there was formerly an accumulation of
salts—the Solonchak, Solonetz, and Soloth great groups, (b) Soils formed under
water or in moist areas, often characterized by bluish or greenish waterlogged
layers— the Wiiisenböden, Alpine Meadow, J^^og, Half Bog, Planosol, GroundWater Podzol, and Ground-Water Latérite great groups, (c) Soils exceptionally
high in calcium- the Brown I'orest and Rendzina great groups.
"(3) In the azonal order: (a) ''Jlie Lithosols or stoiiy soils, (b) the alluvial soils,
made of fresh alluvium laid down by rivers, and (c) the dry sands.

Not only does eacli of tlic great groups of soils have definite visible
characteristics that can be nsed for identification; each also has a
characteristic degree of productivity for certain plants, it is snited to
definite uses, and it calls for a certain kind of nianagement. Red
Desert soils, for example, are suitaf)le for grazing in large units or for
irrigation; Chernozems, for small grains and corn; Podzols, for hay
and pasture; and good alluvial soils, which include some of the richest
in the world, for practically all crops.
The great groups are further subdivided into soil series, the series
into soil types, and the types into soil phases. These subdivisions
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express various influences that make local soils within a great group
somewhat difl'erent from each other. Such différences are shown on
soil maps. For some yea^-s the Soil Survey Division of the Department of Agriculture has been engaged in mapping the soils of the
United States. The maps are accompanied by accurate descriptions
of the soils, from notes made in the field and thousands of laboratory
analyses; and recently tables showing productivity ratings have been
added wherever significant figures could be worked out. Soil ma|)s
with their accompanying descriptions are essential to every agency
interested in land use, and when they show sufficient detail they give
the individual farmer sound information to supplement his own
experience in planning farm-management practices.
The scientist who spends his life studying this dynamic thing, the
soil, comes to have a profound respect for it. If he has any philosophic
turn of mind at all, he can hardly help seeing the soil as the fundamental thing in all human activity. He sees that certain kinds of soil give
rise to certain kinds of civilization. Men who live on the Chestnut
soils of the temperate to cool semiarid regions, growing grains and
grazing cattle in great units, looking out on broad expanses of grassland, will have different economic problems and will develop a difl'erent
civilization and have difl'erent attitudes of mind from those who live
on meager Podzol soils, once covered with forests, where farms generally are small; and different also from those who live on the rich, deep
alluvial soils of the great river valleys. The ingredients of the soil, a
lack of this element or a superabundance of that, may even aftect
the bodies of men, or influence their glands and therefore their psychology, through the food grown on the soil.
In other words, many human activities not ordinarily associated
with the soil may be traced back to its influence. \\T:ien men migrate
from one kind of soil to another with which they are unfamiliar, for
example, they may abuse the new soil and it may take tliem a long
time to become adjusted to its needs. Stable civilizations are associated with long familiarity with a given soil; they grow out of it and
are rooted in it. ^ If disturbances arise that upset the relationship of
men with the soil, such as conquest by an alien nation, or long-continued economic depression, they may lead to neglect or abuse of the
land, and this umy be followed, under the right conditions, by its
ultimate ruin and forced abandonment,
A stable, healthy, and vigorous civilization demands a proper
adjustment of men to the soil, and opportunities for them to make this
adjustment. That is why the soil problem is so important in the
United States,

